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''( 1 BEFORE THE

2 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

3 --------------------------------x
:

4 In the Matter of: :
:

5 PUBLIC WORKSHOP ON :
NRC CONVERSION TO THE :

6 METRIC SYSTEM :
:

7 --------------------------------x
,

8 The above-entitled matter came on for

9 Conference, pursuant to Notice, before Zoltan R. Rosztoczy,

10 Chairperson, at Holiday Inn Inner Harbor, Howard & Lombard

11 Streets, Baltimore, Maryland, on Wednesday, November 15th,

12 1989 at 8:30 a.m.
/-s

/V) 13
APPEARANCES: I

| 14 i

Zoltan R. Rosztoczy Glen L. Sjoblom i
15 Nuclear Regulatory Commission Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

|
16 Bryan W. Baker Paul E. Sieck i

L Amersham Corporation omhart Corporation ]
17

|
Seymour A. Weiss Lawrence Ruby

18 Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reed College

19 Ali Moslek Uri Gat
University of Maryland Oak Ridge National Laboratory 1

20 |
A. Frances Di Meglio James A. Shaffner 1

21 Rhode Island Nuclear Nuclear Regulatory Commission-
Science Center

22
Earl Easton Charles Flynn

23 Nuclear Regulatory Commission State of Maryland

24

25
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1 EBDCEEDIEGS ,

2 (Time Notedt 8:30 a.m.)
,

3 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: On the record.

4 Good morning, ladies and gentleman.

5 I am Zoltan Rosatoczy, Executive Director of
'

6 the Regulatory Applications Division, NRC. I will be

-

7 chairing this workshop.

8 As you probably know, this is a two day work- ,

9 shop. It started yostorday morning. We are finishing up

10 our work today.

11 Yostorday basically we had two major parts of

12 our discussion. The first part was on general government

/'_ )t ^ 13 policy and NRC's approach and ARC's plans for the potential
,

t

(,
14 conversion.

15 And then in tho afternoon wo discussed moro

16 special terms, issues associated with nuclear power plants.

17 Today, in turn, we are going to talk about

18 industrial and medical uses of nuclear matorials and

19 metrications issues associated with those. We are going to
,

20 discuss academic and rosearch institutions and motrication

21 policy associated with that and finally management.

22 I would like to welcomo all of you. And wo

23 are looking forward to hearing your views today.

24 The purpose of the workshop is to collect

25 information that NCR in turn expect to uso toward thoes

'
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i formulation of a actric policy for NRC. And our goals are

2 to convert NRC's activities to metric in some orderly

3 manner. What does orderly nean? That's a good subject for

4 us to discuss. It's one iten that we'd like to introduce. |

5 And the second goal is to encourage the j

6 industry to voluntarily convert their activities to metric.
7 Almost tho entire world is using netric system. So, socner

'

8 or lator we all will convert to the metric. The question is ;

9 really timing, whether wo are going to do it now or wait for

10 a decado or more, or we are going to do it maybe in some

11 partial sense.
.

12 I would liko to summarizo brictly some of tho
-~

(s,) 13 statements thht that Doctor Bockjord nado yesterday relative

L 14 to NRC's policy and NRC's plan.
i

| 15 As you probably all know, a now law tho ,

16 Omnibus Trado and Compotitiveness Act was published last

| 17 August, August of 1988, and this act has in it certain

| 18 provisions for actrication. Basically, it requires that the
!

19 government agencies convert their business related

20 activities to actric unicss there is sono good reason to tho
|

l 21 contrary.

22 We are hero today to hear if such reason

23 exists in any of the areas that wo are going to discuss.h
24 Any timo that you are aware of such reasons, we certainly

25 would liko to hoar.g-'g
!
l
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1 Among government agencios thoro is an inter-

2 agency committoo on actric policy that providos overall

3 guidance, and NRC has a representative on that committee.

4 Doctor Bockjord is the representative on that committee. |

5 The Department of Commerco has cortain coordi-

6 nating responsibilitics. You heard from them yesterday.

7 Some of -- those of you who weren't here yesterday and you )

8 are interostod, you can road the ctatomonts in the trans-

9 cript of the mooting.

10 Wo have also recoived public comments in somo j

11 previoun rulo making. Of course wo roccived lots of
lr

| 12 comments yesterday, and wo expect to receivo a lot moro
i 13 today.v

14 Insofar as NRC's practicos at the prosent |
1

| 15 timo, NRC does not have a formal policy. Instead, when an

16- issuo comes up, in terms of uso of motric units, NRC makes a
l-

17 -- have been making a decision on a case by caso basis

18 connection with rulo making. Normally most of our rules are
1

19 in traditional or English units. We do have a few rules

20 issues which have dual units in them.
i

21 In terms of our activitios, somobody turned to

22 us and suggestod that wo will bo doing a submittal

23 licensing. Somo would talk to us in metric, and wo agreed
.

24 that they could do that provided they also includod tradi-

p$- 25 tional units together with tho actric unit to have us to do
|

!.(v
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1 our work since our work was in traditional units.

2 In terms of our activities, we rovicwed our

3 activities to see which one of those would be the most

4 affected by any chango to the notric system. We found that

5 there are four major areas in that licensing activitics. In |

6 licensing activities we included not only the granting of I

7 licensos but also interface and communication liconses of

8 the licenso that would be granted. This includes emergency |

9 response activities which needs special attendanco because i

10 of the very short timo involved. The development of
i

11 regulation is basically putting our tools and regulatory j
|

s 12 guidos in such a form that is easy to use for the industry.

\s 13 And finally, inspection activities. Those are probably the

14 most important ones we are facing.

15 We also discussed yosterday various conversion

16 options. Four options were mentioned. One option of ono
|

17 potential option is just to continue the same way we have |

|

18 been doing in the past. It simply would mean that we stay

19 with English units and use dual units on the -- when

20 somebody wishes to use motric.

21 Another option would be what we called a ono

22 stop conversion. And that by a cortain dato NRC would

23 change its activities to the metric system. From thereon,

then communication with the NRC and the industry would be in24

25 metric, except in some areas where this is not practical.
('~Nf
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1 A third option was gradual conversion whoro

2 conversion would tako placo during a cortain timo period.

3 During this timo period we would uso dual units to

4 facilitato all of those who converted and those of us -- and
5 all of those that did not. And then by the end of this time

6 period, we would turn to the notric systom.

7 Finally we discussed partial conversion.

8 Under partial convorcion we mentioned that cortain selected

9 activitics would be converted to metric and other activities-

10 would not. For examplo, in connection with yesterday's

11 discussion which contorod on nuclear power plants, a
|

12 potential way to do partial conversion would be to leave'

b 13 existing nuclear power plants on traditional units or

14 English units and requiro that now applications come in in

15 motric units so the now plants from now on then would bo

16 all, for after somo dato, would be in motric units.

17 I would like to also discuss a few house-

18 keeping items. Today's workshop is a public workshop. The

19 purpose is to provide an opportunity to everyonc to express

20 their views. Wo do have a few invited speakors. Tho way j

L 21 how we conduct a workshop is that first the invitod speakers

22 express their opinion through their introductory statomonts, :

23 and wo follow this with a discussion period for each session

24 separated. During the discussion period, anyone who wishes

25 can comment or ask questions from any of the prosentors or

ut
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1 from anybody cisc. And after the end of the discussion |
|

2 period wo go on to the next subject, and we do the sano for !

3 the next subject.

4 If anybody wishes to submit a writton

5 question, that's possible to. Then pleaso hand it over to

6 the people sitting on the right sido of the table and ask

7 the people and they will soo to that that the appropriate

I~ 8 people will respond to the questions. I

9 Should you find after thc- workshop that some

10 bright idea comes to your mind that you would liko to

11 communicato to us, that's availablo also. In that caso,
1

12 pleaso just send in additional comments either to the peoplo |
n

|' 13 who woro listed in the Fodoral Registor announcement or sond
' ,

14 it to me, and wo will soo to it that it will bo factored

|
15 into our overall work.

16 In terms of convenioncos, we will break in the i

17 morning for a coffoo break and then for lunch. Wo will seo

j 18 how long today's session will last. Right now wo are

19 scheduled to finish the first two in the morning and the

20 third one, the wasto disposal, in the afternoon. Should it

21 novo a littic factor, than thoro is a possibility that wo
,

22 can finish all threo of them in the morning. .

23 A transcript of our discussions and prosenta-'

24 tion is being kept. The lady on my loft is kooping the
I

25 transcript. It's important that you uso the microphone whenp ,-
; f-
' w ,/(
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1 you are speaking. So, overy time peoplo who ask questions !
'

2 or mako comments from the floor, before you do it, pleaso

'
3 stato your namo and affiliation and use one of the

4 microphones. The speakers at the table also should uso the

5 nicrophones so that they nood to be passed around onco in a

6 whilo. I think we can handle that without much problom. .

7 Copics of the transcript are available. If .

8 somebody would liko to buy one, then you should contact the

9 young lady on my left, and cho will mako arrangemont for you

10 how to purchase them.

11 , The basic purpose of the transcript is to
.

facilitato our work. Wo expect to produce a summary report
| 12

'

13 from the transcript which wo will bo using in our work, and
.

14 vo will have the transcript available to go back through and
:

| 15 mako use of.
|

| 16 Thoro are tolophones availablo in the hallway.

17 If anybody has to mako any phone calls, thoso are right up

18 on this floor.

19 With that much of an introduction, I would

20 liko to ask if thoro is any question just on the conduct of

21 tho workshop?

22 If thoro are no questions on that, then we aro

'

23 going to the first sossion. I would like to ask Glen

24 Sjoblem from Nuclear Hatorials Offico of NRC to conduct the

25 first part of the workshop and introduco his spoakers fromg-'g
(
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1 the plant.
l

2 MR. SJOBLOM: Thank you, Zoltan. j

l
3 I think Zoltan and I have a distinguished i

l

4 common olement to share with you. We both have impossible !

5 namos. His is comething liko Czechoslovakian or Russian and

L 6 my is Swedish, but they'ro both impossible. The name is
t

|

! 7 Sjoblom. )
| \
' 8 As Zoltan indicated, my purposo hero today is |

9 to holp to gain somo information from the regulated commu- |

10 nity. Wo nood to understand how the developmont of an NRC
,

4

11 policy, related to the timing and how wo conduct this !

12 transfor, this transition, will indood affect the regulated
,,

13 community. And I would charactorizo our part of the NRC's
,

i 14 view on this as quite open minded at this point. Wo havo not

15 taken a definitivo position on that. We aro, of courso,

16 guided by the Act passed by our Congress. And I think

17 Zoltan indicated that some transition is inevitable because
!

18 of that. So, what s'o want to try to understand is how what
,

19 we do affects what you do.

20 By tho titic of the Act, omnibus Trado and

| 21 Competitivonoss Act, indicated that Congress was intorosted

22 in the competitivonoss of U.S. companics in commerco. In

23 the medical and industrial area of NRC, wo regulate the uso

|
24 of nucicar matorials in their medical applications and'

i,, 25 therapy and diagnostics, and wo also regulato tho industrial
,

|
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1 usos of nuclear matorials.

2 Thoro is a subcategory of tho industrial that

3 deals with the fuel facilitics, the facilitics that

4 manufacturo nuclear fuel for the roactor. This is -- wo

5 attempted to got peoplo to como from that segment, but to my

6 knowlodge, they woro not able to be hero today. But, to the

7 cxtent that we can got input in any event from that sogmont,

l 8 wo would bo most intorestod in that. So, if thoro aro thoso .

(

9 of you in tho audienco who oither wish to talk to that

10 today, or wish to do so lator, wo would bo most interostod.
i

11 Wo do havo with us today reprosontativos of
-

,_y .
12 both the medical and industrial unos to speak with us. And|

1 t i

| ( ,,/ 13 after I raico what I think are some important though broad

14 questions, I would liko to then introduce them and allow

15 thom to givo us their input. Thon, subsequently, anyono

16 c100 who wishes to mako a statomont is welcomo to do so.

17 If I could havo my first slido. Basically, I

18 would just liko to raiso sono questions horo and I think

19 holp open peoplos minds.

20 If I could havo the next slido. Thoro aro

21 basically covon questions. Thoro are copics of thoso avail-

22 able to you.

23 First of all, basically, what could NRC do

24 that would help the competitivonoss of U.S. companics in

25 foreign salos? In other words, are there any actions, as vog-sv
\v
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1 move toward motrication that we could do or not do that

2 would affect tho ability of companion to penetrato foreign

3 markets.

4 Could I havo the next slido. And then, on the

5 other hand, the question in reverso. Aro thoro actions NRC

6 could do which.would affect the competitivonoss in a noga-

7 tivo way, in other words, hampor it?

8 The third ono. And then, the flip sido is,

i are there actions that NRC could tako, if wo did so, that9
|

10 would indcod hurt the competitivonoss of U.S. companics in
,

11 this country. It's possiblo that we could have that happen

12 if wo did it in an incorrect mannor.

13 The next one. And thon, as wo look at the
L

14 number and typos of products that involvo radio active

15 matorials that aro regulated by the NRC, thoro might bo

16 cortain of thoso that are particularly sensitivo to this

17 metrication process. And if there are, we would bo

18 particularly wanting to find out what they are so that wo

19 might understand, after this conferenco, those impacts more

20 dooply, provided that we can arrango some sort of dialoguo

21 lator with the peoplo who identify those particular kinds of

22 products.
'

23 We have, just to give you an idos, in this

24 country over a million devicos involving radio active

25 matorials that arc oporating or boing used by companiosg''y
b({
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1 cither under a specific licenso from NRC or an agrooment

2 stated or under a general licenset gages, light sources

3 using radio luminoscont processos, the many different kinds

4 of radio pharmaceuticals. And there is, in other words, a

5 vast array of products, and it secas that it is growing with

6 tino as the advantages of nuclear materials becomo

7 recognized and becomo built into tho infrastructuro of

8 industry and modicino.

9 And while some of thoso are short lived

10 materials that havo to bo regenerated into new products

11 quito -- on an ongoing basis, other ones have a longer half
|

12 life.

13 Thoro are also issues, I think, in this area

14 related to not just the radiation units themselves, but the

15 interchangeability of equipment. We're particularly

16 concerned about making mistakos. And if, in the transition

17 to actric we find that there are incompatibio parts that are

18 available, then we'll be concerned about that. So, we'd be

19 particularly interested in understanding if there are any

20 items for which thoro aro interchangeablo, today, intor-

21 changeablo parts which through a actrication process night

22 becomo more difficult and might result in a safety problem.
. |

23 NRC's purpose, of courso, it's solo purposo'

24 really is to regulato the safoty of the usos of those

25 natorials. And the actrication should bo dono in such a way |pr
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1 that it docan't hampor that process.

2 Noxt slido. And I think this is another ono
'

,

3 which sort of encompassed by earlier quantions. What is the

4 relationship of motrication in this country for those types <

5 of things, tho acdical and industrial usos, to their usos

6 abroad. In other words, do companion soll here and not soll
'

7 abroad because of motric issuos? Or are thoro ways that wo

8 can involvo thoso companies in the procons in such a way :

9 that the actrication in the country will contributo not only '

10 to facilitating our orderly transition horo, but will also -

11 help the competitivonoss of our companics.

12 Noxt one. And then I think all of thoso

| t
| \ ,) 13 things, of courso, affect schedulo. Tho purposo of trying

14 to targot particular products sensitivo to this motrication

15 process is to soo if thoro aro indood ones which wo should

16 right now switch because they will indcod holp the competi-

17 tiveness process.

18 Whorcas, if thoro are noutral offects on our

19 companics' competitivonoss, perhaps they could be dono, or

! 20 tho transition for them could bo on a somewhat moro
|

21 loinurely paco consistent with other mandatos of tho agoney.;

22 And what sort of schodulo doos scom

23 appropriato for a conversion to motric units? Should wo

| 24 have dual labeling, for examplo, on packages for a period,
t

25 and if so, what period in that? What period of timo scoms'

7y

j
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1 to be appropriato and what in the rationale for the porlod

2 that is solcetod, that is suggestod?
,

3 Noxt ono. And I think I've already alluded to

4 this. Is thoro a noxus betwoon tho schedulo and what the I

5 HRC does and the competitivonous of companios? In other

6 words, the promico, or onc of the promisos of the Act was

7 that thoro is a direct relationship. How direct is that

8 relationship for the industrial and medical usos?

9 Doforo I go to the next speakoro, doos anyono

10 in the audienco intend to make a statomont, just so I can

11 understand how the timing might bo. You'ro all, of courso,

12 froo to raiso questions of the speakors, but is thoro anyono
7-~
\m / 13 in addition to the onos, I think I havo throo, who aro

14 intending to mako a statomont now. Aro thoro any in

15 addition to those throo that would like to mako a statomont

16 on this particular sub-clomont?

17 Sir, did you?

18 Okay. So, we havo four then.

19 Now, lot no at this tino then introduco our

20 first speakor, Dr. bryan Baker. Doctor Baker is the Manager

21 of Environmental and Safoty Rogulatory Affairs with the

Amorsham corporation whose headquartors in this country is22

23 in Arlington Hoights, Illinois. And lot no just introduco

24 Doctor Baker.

f''Ng 25 MR. BAKER: Thank you.

; .,,

\d(
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1 Cood morning. I guess I'm the first speaker

2 today with a pronouncoablo last name. !

3 If you hadn't already guessed, I started my

4 career with Amorsham in England and I still retain, I think,

5 .something of a British accont, but I hope it's understand-
1

6 able.

7 As in my procontation yesterday, I want to

8 omphasis that I am speaking from the perspoctivo of an

9 international supplior of radioactivo matorials. To i
1

10 summarize what I had said ycotorday, Amorsham and other 1

i

11 international supplicro of radioactivo materials are in

12 favor of a conversion to SI units, with the use of both SI .

k 13 and what I term conventional units until 1999, after which
t

14 year only SI units would bo used. Wo do anticipato an 8

15 porcont rounding of packago si:od for the roscarch radio-

16 chemicals that I referrod to yesterday so that a 40 MBq

17 package, which is 1.08 mci will be supplied instead of a 1

18 mci packago.

19 I fool that it's important that wo talk about

20 SI units and not motric units becauso I'm talking mainly

21 about total radioactivity, and there the old unit has been

22 the Curio unit and that is still a motric unit, but we're

23 talking about conversion to bocquerols, and thoroforo I

24 think it would be more appropriato to talk about SI units.

m 25 So, today I'm going to talk about the medical
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1 and industrial products.

2 And could I havo the first slido. The acdical ,

*

3 products we've got throo groups to be considorod. First of

4 all are the in vitro diagnostic products. Those are ossen-

5 tially radio amino acid products, and wo envision a direct ;

6 conversion from the Curic units to bocquorels, sinco those

7 products are supplied essentially as kits and not sold by

8 total activity.

9 Wo don't porcoivo of conversion to SI units

10 being a problem for uscrs of thoso kits since the components

11 are disponsod by volumo following the manufacturor's '

12 directions. You don't have to tako into considoration tho '

(j. 13 total activity at all at that point. And at tho end of the

14 ossay when the measuromonts of radioactivity are mado, they

15 are recorded in and the calculations mado in terms of counts

16 por minuto and not in terms of microcurios or kiloboc- i

17 querols.

18 Although thoro is no apparent advantage then

19 to say an 8 porcent rounding up with these particular

20 products, there would not appear to bo any probler,with an 8

21 porcont increase if wo wanted to do this across the board

22 for all radioactivo materials.
23 This would require an increaso in the limits

24 for in vitro diagnostic testing registration cortificatos.

- 25 ~For examplo, at the moment, the maximum in a singlo vial

'J
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1 that can bo supplied to a holdor of one of these testing

2 certificatos is ten microcuries. If we go with the 8

3 porcent rounding, that would need to bo increased then to

4- 400 kilobocquerols.

5 Turning then to the radiopharmacouticals,

6 those are products that are administered in vivo to.

7 patients. They may be given. orally or alternatively

8 intravenously with the dosage currently measured in Curio |

9 values.. Tho unit dose is typically chocked in a doso |
f

10 calibrator before being administorod.
'

11 Wo soo horo a couple of options for conversion

12 to SI units. First, thoro could be an-8-porcent increase in
f-s,

13 radioactivity, as we have suggestod may occur for radio-'

_,

14' chemicals. Another possibility, which at least sono manu-

15 facturcrs are considoring, is to tako a fresh look at the

16 individual pationt dosago that is being used with theso

17 products and looking at relating that to the actual package

18 size of material that is being provided. This could result

19 in some package sizes rounded down while others might be

20 rountad up.

21 Still in the area of radiopharmacouticals, the

22 committoo that I had mentioned yesterday, the Radionuclidos

23 and Radiopharmacouticals Committee of the U.S. Council for

24 Energy Awareness has boon in correspondonce with the Food

25 and Drug Administration on conversion to L. units. It's a
g''s[

\]'
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1 question-of rounding up.

2 Now, FDA has boon requiring manufacturers of 1

3 radiopharmacouticals to includo SI units as well as conven-
e

4 tional units for radio activity in the labelling, that is 1
1

5 the labels that go.on the products and the package insort !

6 .that accompanics the product.
I

7 The FDA is now suggesting that from January

8 the 1st, 1990, that tho SI units are placed first followod |

9 by tho conventional units. Now, the reason for this is that

10 that dato of January the 1st, 1990, is the dato that the

11 U.S. Pharmacopia (ph.) is adopting that format. Now, somo

-

companics, including our own, arc already doing that on most12
7 x.

,/ 13 products, putting the SI units first and then followed by

L 14 the conventional units.

15 The third group of products hero, scaled

16 sourcos of radioactivo material, thoso are used primarily to l

17 chock instrumentation, checking doso calibrators, counters,
L|.
1 18 and to check instrument performanco, say tho-gamma camera.

0 19 The sourcos are currently supplied with a

20' nominal valuo, a nominal activity value in Curio units and
1

i l

l 21 wo would envision that an 8 porcont rounding up would bo

22 used when we're going to go with tho SI units only.
L

23 Another factor to be considorod, and ono that

24 was cortainly raised many timos during the omorgency

/~'v. 25 discussion yestorday afternoon was the fact that the changos
( i

' I'v(
i
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=1 that wili'bo need on instrument dials, dose calibrators,

2 survey noters and the like as the conversion to SI units

3 only is mado. And I would think that-it would be useful to
:

4 contact the Canadians and Europeans to see what their

5 experienco was, how.they dealt with this particular problom.

6 I realizo that it would not be on the same scale, but at

7 least it might provido some useful guidance.
L

8 Still on tho question of, and more specifi-

| 9 cally radibpharmacouticals, the client journal in this

10 country is the Journal of Nuclear Medicino. And reading

11 from their notes to authors on units for moacuromont,."Tho
.,

,

12 ~ international system of units, SI, is standard. Measuromonts ),

( l J
|

f 13 of length, height, weight, and volume should be reported in iq ,/

14 metric units or their decimal multiplos. Other measuromonts !
L i

15 should be reported in the unit in which they are mado.
i

16 Alternativo units,-SI or non SI units, should be added in !
!
!

17 parenthesis by the author if indicated."

| 18 So, they're encouraging the use then of SI-
!' '

| 19 units and the AMA, I think about eightoon months ago, was
| '

insisting that all units be reported in SI units in publi-
'

20

21 cations in their journals.

22 Looking at a recent issue of the Journal of

23 Nuclear Medicino I came across thirtoon papers that mado

| 24 reference to total radioactivity figuros. And of thoso
;

s 25 thirtoon, nino gave the units in Curio values only; throc

| \v'( .
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1 gave both units, dual units; and just one paper, a paper

2 from Canada, gavo just SI units. So, although they're

3 requesting that authors uso SI units, they'ro not really
,

4 sort of getting it into practico yot.

E 5 Turning then to the industrial uso, so far as

6 our' company is concerned, those are primarily scaled radio- |

7 activo sourcos that are used in a variety of applications:

8 smoko detectors, thickness gauging, oil well logging,

9 radiography arc sono of the major applications. And users

l i 10 are really interostod in the output of radiation from those

11 sourcos, rather than by the total activity. In fact, as

12 they are sold, transforred to users, it's usually done with -j
. s,

( )\1

13 the nominal activity being the unit that is used.|

| 14 And 8 porcent rounding up activity would

15 appear to be appropriato horo. Amersham's customors many-

16 timos are other manufacturcrs of equipment, and in fact
1

1 17' you're going to hear from one of those manufacturers
.

'

18 shortly. If, in fact, there was an 8 percent increase in

19- the activity figuros, then there would need to be adjust-

20- monts to licenses and also in the activity figures quoted in

21 the NRC's Registry of Scaled Sourcos and Devices.

L 22 One of the questions that was raised in tho

| 23 Federal Registor notification of this mooting was how would

24 the use of the metric system affect transportation of radio-

|A 25 activo matorials usod in medical and industrial applica-

1

I
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2 DOT requiros the use of conventional units,

'3 but they will accept SI units.as well. And, in fact, they

4 .did put out a brochuro about two years ago explaining the SI

5 system and giving conversion factors to assist peoplo

involved in the transportation of radioactivo materials.6 '

,

7 ICAO, the international organization, requires

8 SI units'with the option of showing both SI and conventional i

9 units. And the International Atomic Energy Agoney in tho
|

10 1985 safety rules which I think most countrics are adopting

11 during 1990 certainly require the uso of SI units but also !

12 allow for the use of conventional units. !.j_q
' / i,) 13 So, in summary, our company and the other

14 companics represented on the USCEA Radionuclidos and Radio-

15 pharmaceuticals Committoo are in favor.of the conversion to '

16. .SI units. Wo favor the use of dual units until 1999, an 8

17 porcont increase in licensed amounts regulations and in the

18. sealed source and devico registry to cover the eventuality

19 of rounding up, which wo would see taking place towards the

20 latter 1990's.
.

i

21 Thank you.

22 MR. SJOBLOM: You point out that -- you

23 suggest converting completely in 1999. How would you

24 address tho -- what is the basis for that timo and how does

f-wi 25 that conform with the U.S. Act and the timing expected of

( )
%4
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1 it? Can you provido us somo-holp thoro?

2 MR. BAKER: Okay. The on the question of

3 timing, as I said beforo,-we want to avoid tho uso of having

4- two sots of labelling for products. The Europoan economic

5 community, I think, has boon in the forofront of this'

E 6 conversion to SI units. They had originally established

7 1990 as the dato beyond which they would not accept anything

8 other than.SI units. That dato they were going to havo SI

9 units only.
,

10 A couple of years ago they postponed that dato

11 until 1992, and earlier this year they put out a proposal to

12 allow the uso of both units until 1999.
l. .

! ( ,/' 13- Our experience here in the States has been

14 that many peoplo using radioactivo matorials are simply not

15 familiar with SI units. Thoroforo, we fool that the longer

~16 then that the actual transition to SI units only, the longer j

17 that transition can bo delayed, the less likolihood there is |
|

18 going to be a problem of errors arising.
|

19 MR. SJOBLOM: So, you're saying the problem is |

20 not with the labels, the problem is just with the people. 1
,

21 The problem we're having is converting the pooplo to metric

2; units rather than the labols and the equipment.

23 MR. BAKER: Well, I think thoro neods to be a

greator awareness by users of radioactive materials of those24

es 25 SI units.

\Q
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1 I think we have two separate probicas hero.

2 One is an educational, and I didn't make reference to that

3 this morning because I had addressed that yesterday, but tho

= 4 USCEA group that I had referred to had developed plans for'

5 an educational program to cover a three year period, ac

6 brochuro to explain why the transition was being mado, to

7 spell out the.various units involved, and to provide convor-

8 sion tables. Certainly there does need to be education. |
|)

p 9 MR. SJOBLOM: Okay. Thoro is many thousands |

10 of.poople who are currently trained in standard units,
J

11 curront standard units. Just what do you suggest-is the

f-- 12 appropriate way to go about converting the pooplo to metric

|V 13 units?
l

l 14 - MR. BAKER: Well, I think this is going to
L :

L 15 como in a number of ways. As I montioned earlior, -the
h

16 journals whero-publications involving radioactivo material,

17 they are now requiring SI units. The people are going to

18 need to becomo familiar then to have papers accepted in

19 those publications.

| 20 At the industry group we are cortainly going
L

21 to be sending out mailings to users of our products and wo

22 will have information booths at society mootings and we will

23 have the brochure to be provided and poople will be able to

24 discuss conversion at that point.

1.'

25 MR. SJOBLOM: And what about tho institutions
t {,

Ih
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1 in which modical practitioners uso -- learn to uso thcso

2 materials. Do you know what they are doing to convert.and

3 to educate peoplo? .

4 MR. BAKER: I don't have details of thoso
,

5 particular programs.

6 HR. SJOBLOM: And you aro -- I havo one other

7 question and then there may be some others.

8 You indicated that there was a need to chango

9 the NRC Registor of Scaled Sourcos and Devices. In what

10 - ways would that bo changod?

11' MR. BAKER: that if thoro is going to be an 8

12~ porcent' increase in the radioactivity in a sourco, thatj-
|

| I _. ' ' 13 Registry of Sealed Sourcos and Devicos does specify thes

14 maximum activity of a source. So, that if in fact a company

15 was supplying a sourco right at that limit,.then there would

16' need to be an 8 percent increase to allow that source still

17 to be supplied to-that particular model number,

18 MR. SJOBLOM: Now, you've -- I'm sorry. I've

19 got another one here.

~ 20 You've addressed primarily a switch to SI

21 units involving radioactivo -- the radiation units. Are

. 22 there any issues on actrication that relate to changes of

23 units other than the radiation units that relato to energy ,

24 ability of equipment and the ability to soll say a radi-

j'~'y 25 ography device or a gauge throughout the world that wo

V/
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1 should be considoring?

2 Are there any equipment items which are

3' currently in standard units that need'to be changed here and

4 that would affect the interchangeability of this equipment'

5 throughout the world?

6 MR. BAKER: I don't think of anything that our

7 company is supplying, but I think that wo'll see from Ohmart

'. 8 might have sono input on-that, because I'm thinking about

9. going back to roscarch radiochemicals. I don't soo any

10 -other units thoro. We're talking -- whero specific

11 activitics aro quotod. Thoso are in terms of radioactivity

12 por millimolo, so we're already to SI units thoro.f- Sc
N., 13 Well, I'd have to give that some moro

14- thought -- i

15 MR. SJOBLOM: I was thinking about your Toch

I

Ops, formerly the Toch Ops operation which is currently16
~

17 marketing radiography cameras. And I just wondered if there

18- were any issues thero other than the sizo of the source in

19- terms of how much radioactivity it contains that would

20 affect interchangonbility in U.S. and foreign markets.

21 MR. BAKER: I can't think of any.

22 MR. SJOBLOM: Thank you.

23 MR. DIMEGLIO: I can think --

24 CRAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Please use the micro-

25 phone.

'\m / |
'

4
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1 MR. DIMECLIO: I think there are some very

2 obvious things in this area. If a radiography camora is

.3 designed to strap onto a ten inch pipe and the ton inch pipe
'

4 ' disappears, then obviously the camera has to be modified,
|

5 and this is something separate from the radioactive-sourco
1

6 that's within it. So, there will be dimensional problems

7 .with equipment which already. exists and is built on inch

8. pound dimensions.

9 And that could also bo true in tho medical

10 industry. I mean, if your calibrator is made to take a half
,

11 inch tost tubo and now you must uso a tost tubo designed to
i

12 motric, to real metric, you may'have to design tho~~

4
(_,/ 13 calibrator, redesign the part in.the calibrator unit. So,

14 these things will always be there.

| 15- MR. BAKER: Well, I think many of the tubes
i

16 that are currently used in the calibrators aro already
3

17 metric, and even if they're not, I think that there would be

18 a fairly close approximation in diameter. I don't think it

19 would preclude.one from using those calibrators.

20 I would think as far as strapping on the

21 radiography unit to a pipe, that would be the sort of

22 flexible strap, which again could be adjustod.

23 MR. DIMEGLIO: Well, I'm just using that, of

24 courso, as an example of the kinds of things that you got

- 25 into.

1,
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1 MR. SJOBLOM: I guess what I'am getting at is

2 cverybody immediately seizes, in these kinds of discussions,

3' on the radiation units because we are a radiation related

4 organization.

5 I suspect, however, that some of the more

6 difficult problems are indeed more subtle than that and will .

.1

7' arise due to incompatibility such as is being pointed out i

'

8. here. And I was trying to get a greater discussion of that

9 particular aspect hero. I think wo all understand and have

10 boon converting actually towards the SI units, or intending

11 to for some time.
L

L 12 But it's those other matters that are. going to |

13 hampor competitiveness of products, and we want to try to

L - 14 avoid having to throw away a whole lino of equipment, if

15 that's possible, such as these dose calibrators. You
9

16 indicated those are aircady compatibic with say metric test
,

i

17 tubes and the like. So, perhaps that one is not a problem. i

18 Okay. Thank you.

|

19 We have another question hero.

20 MR. RUBY: I could give another answer to your
l

21 question, and that is overy timo that Amersham shifts .

1

22 radioactivity it doos so in a DOT approved container. And

23 that approval involvos a certification which Amersham has to

24 supply, and that cortification involves a physical descrip-

25 tion of the containor, among other things, and that physical
iv
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1 description of the containor does involve units. And so,

2 there is something that is impacted and would be impacted

3 rather quickly if any changes woro contemplated.

4 MR. CAT: I have one comment also. Uri Cat,

5 ORNL.

6 The prolonging of the transition to 1999 is a )

7 sure prescription for the RBM syndromo, retiro beforo

8' motric. We havo tried that in this country beforo, and if

9 it's ton years, peoplc roll over and for the first soven,

10 cight years do nothing. And it's a sure prescription for

11 operation successful but the patient diod.

12 It's probably okay from the company point of
,_

(
'

13 view to provido dual units. This way they can satisfy

14 ovoryono, but if the government will accept that as

15 accepting the units, dual units at the choice of the user

16 for this entire period, this is a suro defeat of the intent

17 of the Act that says that we should be by 1992 predominately

18 metric or SI, and I think that's very important.

19 We have seen that nobody uses dual units.

20 Everyone -- when there are dual units, everyono picks the

21 one set that they want and prefer to use.

22 MR. SJOBLOM: Our next speakor is Paul Sicck

23 who is the Manufacturing Vico President and Radiation Safety

24 Officer with the Ohmart Corporation which is in Cincinnati,

25 Ohio.

N
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1 Paul.

2 MR. SIECK: Loctor Bakor, I think I'd have to

3- say that not only are you the first but probably the last

4 . speaker today who has a pronounceable name.

5 Ono of the things that concerns no very much

6 in this matter of the "I'm not ready for that thing yet,

7 maybe not until tomorrow." I koep wanting, in my own mind,

8 ~ to refer to this as the " Ominous Trado Act and Anticompeti-
u

9 tivo Act of 1988," because from our point of view, thoro

10 isn't much good about it.

11 To document the biasos that I havo, I think I

:

Lt 12 nood to toll you a little bit about our company. We are a
7

bi
4. s 13 small company. Wo have about 140 employees, and our

14 businuss is making industrial gaugos. We make density

15 gaugos, levol gaugos, moisturo gauges, thicknoss gaugos.

16 'Noarly all of them uso radioactive materials, and all of

| 17 thoso that do uso scaled sources in tho 5 millicurie-to 9
1

18- curio rango. If you want to make a quick translation,
L

L 19 that's 185 megabocquerols to .33 torabocquerols -- I hope.

20 About 98 porcent of those arc Cs, the rest aro Sr-90 and

21 Americium 241, Kr-85, and some other stragglors.
Our customors are mostly largo companies.22

23 They are in the chomical or food processing industrios; they
L

L 24 are in pulp and papor; and they're in the web converting

L/'' 25 industrios. Wo do export. Our export business was about 25
'
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1- porcont of our businoso as rocently-as fivo years ago.

2 Today our export business is 40 percent of our total. And

3 we've done it all without tho actric system.

4 Now, with-respect to the use of the metric ;

|

5 system, domestically it's not very complicated. Wo don't- |

6 use it at all. He have no intorest in it at all.
7 For that portion of our business which is

8 oxport, what we've done is to put the radiation conversions

9 in our computer as well as'the dimoncional conversions and

10 thoso pieces of paper that have anything to do with that

11 como out both ways, and nobody in our organization, except

- 12 the first guy who put it in, has to know anything. It comes

5. /E 13 out automatically.

14 It's intorosting that not a single one of our

15 foreign rops, including those in Brunci, Bornoo, Liboria,
,

16 and Burma have even so much as raised the question. Our

L 17 inquiries como in in whatever units they want. Typically

18 they come in in our customary units. They don't always.come .|

19 in in English, they sometimes come in in German, Japanoso,

20 Spanish, so we havo to deal with thoso languages all the

21 timo.
3

L 22 So, one of the questions that was asked of us
I

L 23 today is whether or.not a switch to the SI units will mako

| 24 us more competitivo in foreign markets. And the answor to j

/~'N~ 25 that is unequivocally no. Wo see nothing to be gainod, as
5v,
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1 -far as our export business is concernod.

2. Well, is thoro.anything good about this from

3 our point of view as a gaugo manufacturor? Probably not

4 unless you want to considor the uniformed sharing of tho

5 . misery as a plus. So, if thoro aren't any obvious plusos,

6 let's look at tho minusos.
,

7 To start with, I believe ovarybody in this

8 room understands the stigma that's attached to the word

9 nuclear in the mind of the public. I can toll you.that that

10 stigma is also attached to the word nuclear in tho minds of"

.

11 our customors. It shouldn't be any surpriso to you that

12 nobody buys a nuclear gaugo who doesn't havo to. Nobody. I,y,

)' 13 can strotch that out, noooobody. So, anything that wo do toy,,

14 mako life moro complicated for our customors has a negative

15. impact on our business and not a positivo impact on our

16 business.

E 17 Well, let's look at a couplo of numbers. When-
L

18 I was preparing for this I called a number of our largo

| 19 customers, throo in particular, and I told them what tho NRC

20 was up to becauso nono of thom hed soon the Fodoral

21 Rogistor, of courso. Not very many peoplo road that, about

22 the samo number who look in the Washington Post to soo what

23 -the Cincinnati Bongols did. It took mo two days to find out

24 that they lost tho gamo.

25 (Laughtor)
(N .

}g;

u
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1 So, I talkod to thoso customors, our, major

2' customors, and thoso aro world class customors. Those aro

3 people who do business in ovary country in tho world,

4 including the other four that wo talked about in the last >

<

5 couple of days, and not ono of thom had anything good to.say '

6 about this projoct. In fact, they gave a wholo now

7 dimension to tho idea of long distanco calling because I had

8 to hold the handset out horo when they bogan to talk. They

9 woro not happy with it.

- 10 .It was intorosting, that I askod thom a quos-

11 tion about how they handlo the notric system in other ways,

r, s 12 in other ways other than thoso having to do with radiation.
vd I

E ^s_- - 13 And they all gavo no tho same answer. Thoy speak whatover

14 languago their customor wants them to speak, but when they ,

L

15 go back homo, they speak English.

16 So, the next question I asked thom was what

17 was it going to cost to make a conversion.- And I understood

18 my charter here was to discuss only those things having to
|

19 do with radiation, so wo did not talk about any other switch

20 in motric, simply those having to do with siovorts and

21 bocquorols and nothing having to do with weights and

22 measures. And I got somo answorn.

23 Ono, who is probably the biggest user of

24 gaugos, at least of our gaugos, estimated the cost to his

~'N 25 company, for just the radiation issues, was $300,000 to
[(_,i '

6
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1 $400,000. That breakdown included the training of hundreds
2 of. people, replacing all of their manuals, replacing all of
3 their survey equipment, and replacing source holder tags
4 throughout their organizations. And many of these tags are

5 on gauges that are in some pretty inaccessible places. Nono

6 of them saw any' benefit, only cost.
7 I saw an NRC document'recontly in connection

i: 8- with greator than Class C waste and that estimated that
- 9 thoro are donostically about 7,900 licensoos with about

10 31,000 gamma and bota gaugos'installod. So, this is not a

11 trivial cost, and thoro is no visiblo bonofit, so far, in
L .12 the oyos of our customors.,

1r

(d 13 So, I decided I would talk to somo other

14 people. I did somothing that the Federal Governmont frowns-

15 upon. I talkod to my competitors. I pollod four of our

16 major competitors and the responso I got was exactly the
17 samo.- 'They could see no good reason to do it. They-also

18 generally agrood, with one exception, the exception was a
19 guy who admitted he really hadn't thought about it, all

20 agrood-that~there were some substantial costs involved,
21 again just from the radiation point of view.

22 One of our competitors, who is about our size,
23 did address the issuo of the other matric measurements, and
24 they estimated their costs at $250,000. We ostimato our own

25 cost on the order of $100,000 to make this choice, thisj _4-
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1 chango. Wo don't considor it a choico.

2 I couldn't believe this thing was all so onc !

3 sidod, so I decided I'd try something olso. Some of you may

4 0 Mow that in Ohio wo have an organization called the Ohio

5- Radioactivo Material Users Group. Nico catchy namo, ORMUG.'

;

i

6' Thero are about forty organizations in. thoro, no radi-

7 ographers that I'm aware of, but thoro are somo universi- |

8 tics; there are some hospitals; thoro are some power

9- companios; thoro are some survey equipment manufacturors;

10 and thoro are somo laboratorios.
!11 I got about fiftcon responses back out of the

12 forty or so membership. Gonorally the universitics and j

-

Q 13 hospitals said " Yeah, we ought to do it." The manufacturers -

14 said " Forgot it." And the manufacturors of survey equip-
I,

15. mont, which was kind of interosting to me, woro ovonly !

16- split. Ono said, " Yup, do it." The other one said, "No, j

| 17 don't do it." Now, both of these organizations have a
l' !

18 potential bonanza in the supplying of now measuring equip- 1

19 mont, survey motors and so on, and yet, even there, they

20 didn't fool that it was an important move to mako. |

|| 21 Not one of the people who responded in any
|-

1; 22 category indicated that there was any particular bonofit.
L

| 23 There woro some people who woro kind of purists who felt
|

24 that we ought to do it just because we ought to do it, as

,+ 25 I've heard a number of people say here in the last day or

\.q1
;

'
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so, without ' regard to the consequences, let's just do it.1

- -2 The one thing that I did learn was that nobody j

3 is luke warm on this subject. I talked to one radiation

4 safety officer from a major, major university in Ohio and he

5 told no that any unit of measure, like the becquorol that |
|
|

6 has to have eight or ten zeros after it-to bo significant-is
1

7 a lousy unit of measure. I agree with him. I think it is.

8 Another salos managor'was gleefully pointing

9 out to no in his lotter all of the recent publications in- )

10 which the conversions woro wrong. This guy also fools so
l

11 strongly about it that ho put out a newsletter in his salos- '

| 12 organization in which he devoted two of the four pages on 1
,

;

j T
L - k_s/ 13 this issuo and tried to -- you may get an awful lot of mail |

,

L 14 because he was asking his customors to writo and toll the

15 NRC what a lousy idea this is. So, there we are.
1

L 16 On the other sido, there was one guy who .f
1

' ' 17 personally held me responsible because the Congress'in 1803 )

|

18 did not give up foot and inches. I didn't do it.

L 19 In an attempt to find out -- I'm still looking ,

('

20 for something good for this. I discussed with both the |
l

21 users and our competitors tho question of safety and trans-

22 portion, which are in reality the same issue of that of

23 changing our frame of referenco. All of us were concerned
|

24 about tho onormous difforoncos in the sizes of some of theso|

/"'N - 25 units and the offect in particular on emergency responso

|k
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1 personnel for instanco. One rom of exposure is not a real

i

2 big deal. One siovert of exposuro is a hock of a big deal I

3 and we're concerned about that.

4 And the transport index, for instance,

'5 prosents a little bit of a problom. It has taken us forty
*

~ 6. years to got the carriors to understand what aftransport_ |

7 index is. Now, we're proposing to chango it.by a factor of
.

.
1

8 a hundred. We must recognize that the truckors are not |
|

9 materials licensoes; firo fighters are not matorials
1

10 ~11conscos; emorgency teams are not licensocs. So, what is

11 being proposed.horo can affect thousands of people and~

12 confuso. thousands of people for the solo purpose of somo--,

( ,/ 13 body's idon that this holps us be competitivo somewhere else

14 in the world.

15 Fortunately, in this caso, adapting to the

16 system of microsieverts divided by ton does at least allow
4

11 7 the use of tho same number.and gives you a reasonably --

18 gives you the same framo of reference for a transport index.

19 And that, so far, is the only good news I've boon able to -

20 find.

21 In the matter of the bocquorol versus tho

22 curios, it's another story. Ono example, in the Dangerous

23 Goods Regulations of the IATA in tablo 2.3A, they offor ono
|

24 conversion -- from curios to gigabocquorols. In tablo 5.7F

l' g-x 25 on the subject of Al and A2 quantition, they offor one

i

(:
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1 conversion.-- curios to terabecquerels. For peoplo who ?

2 don't work with these numbors every day, we don't see
,

3 anything but confusion with no benefit, no improvement in

4 competitiveness, no improvement in safety.

5 We must remember wo are not dealing with

6 scientists; we are not dealing with people who read the

7 literature. We arc doe. ling with people who really don't

8 want our' stuff.and the only reason they got it is because

9 it's the best way to do the measuromont. If wo complicato
,

a

|10 their livos, wo make it toughor for them. If wo mako it

11 moro expensivo for them they.aro going to be looking at

L 12 things like, well, is 2 porcent accuracy just as good for us,

'O
'i j 13 in our oporation as 1 porcont-accuracy if we can got road of

'

_

14 .all that dog gono nuclear stuff in the process, and we have.
.

15 to be concerned about that. |

16 We also have some concerns, and I personally

17 have somo concerns about how the news media and the anti i

1
t 18 nuclear forces will interpret this novo, given their

i

19 infinite capacity for misinterpretation. I can just see it

1 20. now: "All along you've boon tolling us that this exposure
|
L 21 is just ono rom and it's really in sioverts and that's a

22 hundred timos biggor. You've boon lying to us all this

(, 23- time." We happen to bo in the neighborhood of the Fornall
|

L 24 (ph.) Plant, and if you've been roading -- wo have Newswook.
|

L 25 Wo do havo newspapors in Ohio, and wo occasionally cover tho,-sf

1 %_s |
1 i
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1 Washington scono. We refer to it as "insido the boltway."

2 of courso we also think that Congress is the opposite of

3 progross.

4- Anyway, in thoso areas, the news media has

5 mado a big thing out of the number of tons, the number of ,

6- ' gallons, the number of whatevors that have gone off site.

- 7 The fact of the mattor is that almost nothing has gono off

8 site, but that is really not the issue in their minds. So,
,

9 we're concerned about how that~might bo interproted.

L 10 Finally, though, after giving all the reasons
1

L 11 why wo think this is a bad idea domestically and totally

pf-^s , 12 unnecessary for those of us who do business outsido of tho
( )' 3 ~/ 13 -United States, we all recognize thoro isn't much we can do

3 .

14 to stop this steam rollor. All we can hopo to do is come up

15 with a retreat route that will koop us from getting

16 destroyod in the process.

17 Well, first to the issue of timing. Of even

18 the most onthusiastic proponents of the chango.that I talked

19 to, only one thought that there was no timo necessary for

20 the conversion. This was the samo guy who thought that I

21 scrowed it up back in 1803. The next lowest said two to

22 throa years, and we're talking about thirty five organiza-

23 tions that I talkod to. Most of us woro in the five to ten

24 year class with soveral, though, talking in terms of a

f''N 25 generation. It had not occurred to me until Uri montioned

9
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J 1 it horo a few minutos ago that, if I can postponc this thing

!!r 2 for five years, I will.be retired and as far as I'm

3 concerned, the problem will have gone away.

4 With that in mind, we do have a proposal. Our

5 first proposal is to forgot tho whole thing. But, failing-
1

6 that'we would like to follow or wo think the following

scenario might be of somo value.7 '

8 But remember now, we're talking only in ;

9 . radiation related units. With regard to the other units of
l

10 measure, for our business, we are categorically opposed. We

|

| -11 must romomber again.that wo are a small company, our compo-

12 titors-aro all either small companics or small divisions of
| ,D\
\ ,/ 13. other companies and wo do not control anybody.

L 14 Wo uso, in our company, about 150 varioties of q

|

15 bolt. If we nood some, wo go to the nearest hardwaro storo |
|

.

16- or wo go to the local wholesalor. If he wants to carry

17 motric, we'll got motric. If he doesn't want to carry

|

18 motric, we're not going to got notric. We cannot go to the

local-machino shop and say "You must do this in metric."'

19

20 They say, "No quoto." So, we do not control anybody. In

| 21 fact, for our si:c, wo probably don't even influenco

| 22 anybody.

But the costs of making thoso conversions can23

24 be onormous for us. Maybe a quarter of a million dollars
!-

-~s 25 isn't much to some companics. It can wipo out a company

'vj'
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1 liko ours. Wo have about 35,000 drawings in our filos right
,

2 now.. We'vo boon around a-long timo. It costs us:just as

3 much to chango a drawing as it costs our.largost company in l

1

4 tho United Statos to chango a drawing, and what do wo got j
L

| 5 out of it? We'ro already doing 40 porcont of our business
|

|

!: 6 overseas.- Nobody is asking us to do anything olso, so why |

7 should it bo imposed on us?

1

8 But, recognizing that it is going to be,

9 imposed on us, lot's tako a look horo and this is what wo

10' propoco to do: 1

11 First off, first wo would say roquiro all

|-
12 manufacturors and distributors of-sourco material or dovicos-:

|l10i s_,) 13 to show both units on such itoms beginning two years after
|-

14 the final rulo with tho option of showing both in tho

,

1 15 intorim.
- 1

16 This will allow us to work off old inven- |
l

17 torios, to rewrito manuals and to begin serious training of j
- l

18 cmploycos, customors, and omorgency responso personnol. |

l19 Right now we run schools about once a month for our
1

20 customors. Thoso pooplo have spent a great deal of money

21 being trained. They're going to havo to como back and bo

22 trained again, and it's going to tako some timo to

23 accomplish that.

24 During that timo wo suggest that you

_ /~s,. 25 coordinato with the DOT to reviso the Transport Index and
; 4

'%~ /( |
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1 the Al/A2 quantitics requiring tho display of both units

2 starting:two years after the final rule with the option to

3- show both in tho intorim..

l

4 And when talking'about thoso units, wo proposo

5 that wo settle on a singlo proforrod profix for tho

6 bocquerel versus the curio, so that the people who don't

7 deal in this ovary day can have a frame of reference that

8 will stay put. Wo do not think wo ought to'have to explain
1

9 the difforonce between a giga and a tora. Tbo bonofit of

10 that is not visiblo, and we already know what vo'ro going

11 through in getting stuff overseas today, not because of the

12 probloms in the other country, but because of problems in
7- s

\_s 13 our own country. -If-wo' express on a hazardous manifest that
1 ;

14 somothing is in torabocquerols, it's not at all unusual for
-

15 the carrior to como back and say, " Goo, that's wrong. Wo

16 never hoard of that, it should bo in gigabocquerols. What

17 the hell is a terabocquorol?" Strike that.

18 We've got the issue of cortificato of

19 competent authority, which is a DOT issue primarily,.but

20 hero again, the confusion is already terrible. We just had

21 a shipment hold up going, I think it was to Brazil, in which

22 our cortificato of competent authority reforrod to the

23 allowablo activity in a particular source capsulo. It took

24 us two days to got the people who wero handling this to

/''Nr 25 -understand that the fact that wo woro shipping forty of
! -| )

'-q
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L 1 those things did not violato our cortificato. So, wo've got ,

i 2 these things all the time.

3 And wo nood to deal in a sot of numbers that-
.,

4 makes some senso. The difference betwoon a curio and
' 5 bocquorol-is just too big to play with. Lot's got a profix 1

b

.

6 that gets closor to that issue and maybe tho word would not
L

L 7- be "bocquorol." Maybo the-word would bo "gigabocquorol"
l

8 without a hyphon.

9 Wo then recommend that wo grandfather all the

10 devices that-aro already in tho field and recognizo that

11 some of those will bo thoro for anot. tor twonty to twenty*'

12 five years. A gentleman from FEMA yesterday.I think shook
f-s

s) !
I
L(./ 13 the crowd when ho said ho hadn't bought a survoy motor since

14 1964. Our people are doing the samo thing. Wo're upgrading

gaugos now cloctronically that woro built in tho '50's and a15
g

16 lot that woro built in the '60's. Horo again wo do what the

17 customer wants. With the digital cloctronics we can print.

18 out or show on our roadouts whatever the hock units ha

19 wants, whether he wants tons per hour or furlongs, we can

20 give thom to him. But wo have to recognizo that thoso

| 21 things are out thoro and thoro are thousands of them. .

1
Wo think then the next thing to do is to'' 22

23 revise all the rolovant parts of 10CFR using both units.

24 And last, wo think that wo should loavo thoso

/"'N. 25 things in the field grandfathorod. Ignoro them, forgot that

i )
U(

,

L
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1 they oxist, but require the uso of only the SI units about !
I

-. 2- three years later. Leave the_present units optional and i

!
3 they'll disappear on their own ovontually because from that j

,

4 point on you will be requiring.only one. And you'll notico

-i
5 that I'm doing my best_to leave our customors alone. j

.i
6 So, let no remind you again that although

7 we've Mado a proposal for the switch, wo~soo it as an added j

8 cost of doing business. Wo'soo no visiblo bonofit. In j
i

9 particular, wo soo no competitivo advantago, which is

10 supposed to be tho object of this exorciso. |

11 Thank you.

12 MR. SJOBLOM: So, --
. ...

13 .MR. SIECK: So what's now? ;

-14 MR. SJOBLOM: So, Paul, I would charactorizo

15 than that you wholly support _the basis for the Act wo are it-
l ,

16 considoring implomonting here. Would- you caro to- -

I
J 17 MR. SIECK: If I said that, I'm sorry. .j

18 MR. SJOBLOM: Would you caro to explain tho

19 rationalo for the two year phase in timo and the throo year'

b

| 20 phaso in timo that you just showod on your slido? ;

21 MR. SIECK: Suro.

{' 22 The first one is that I think recognizing that

23 people are people. Somebody asked before are peoplo the
I

24 problom. People is probably tho wholo thing. This isn't a

25 numbers problom, it's a people problom., p,
(:
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1 But, recognizing that nobody's going to do
'

:L

2 anything they don't have to do, our recommendation is that

3 -you requiro the uso of both units two years after the final

4 rulo, because during that time my rationale is that.wo will

5 be disposing of all inventory of labols, disposing of old ,

'

6 manuals, rewriting manuals, starting to train people. So,

7 that's our rationalo for getting the thing started.

f' 8 After that wo feel that it's just going to
'

i

9 take that long to got people trained so that they accept

10 this'information and wo just think it takos that long. Wo

11 just don't think you can turn this on and off liko a faucot. ,

i

| . ge s , 12 MR. SJOBLOM: Let me pursuo this a little bit

x_-) ''I 13 furthor. -I'm trying to understand. You're suggesting that

14 for a two year period that we have both units and then three

15 . years lator what-happens? ;

R1'6 MR. SIECK: Three years lator I would suggest

you change the regulation to require -- first'I'm saying17' ,

18 require both.

19 MR. SJOBLOM: Yeah.

20 MR. SIECK: For the first period. 'The second -|

21 period require only the SI units and ignore the other onos.

22 MR. SJOBLOM: So, five years from the final --

23 from the initial action --

24 MR. SIECK: You would be using the SI units in

(''h r 25 ovorything in which wo deal with the NRC.
'
'

I
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1 Ana again now, this recommendation is only on j

2 those matters dealing with radiation, not with measurements ;

3 of inches and feet and so on. We don't think the NRC ought

4 to be in that business at all, from our point. i

,

5 MR. SJOBLOM: Any questions for the speaker

6 from the audience?

7 Zoltan?

8 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: I have two questions.

9 The first one is a very short one. You mentioned that 10CFR

10 in this proposal that 10CFR should be converted to dual

11 units, but thoro was a no tino interval allotted for that.

12 Would you keep it in dual units for an indefinito period of7-~, ,

,

| 13 time?

O 14 MR. SIECK: I would keep it in dual units

15 forover or until it becomes necessary to change it.
,

16 By putting both units in the 10CTR, you don't -

17 change anything. You simply put a date boyond which only
:

L 18 the SI units are required. And the fact that wo show -- or
|

| 19 ' we might show conventional units also would. be irrelevant
|

20 because all of our business then, with the NRC after that

21 period of timo, would have to be donc in the SI units. The
|
'

22 cther would be sort of incidental, and I think Will

23 disappear on its own.

24 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Is the logic behind this

/~'N, 25 approach that thoro would be some old equipment still in use
s

(
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1 which is in conventional units?

2 MR. SIECK: Yeah. The equipment that's out in

3 the field we don't believe should be touched at all. We !

!

4 should be able to use that forover. j

5 Now, we're talking about manufacturers and |
|

.6 distributors, peopic like us. We don't think that the user,

7 our customer, ought to bo involved at all in this at this

8 tino or during this period.

9 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: My second question

10 relates to the cost estimato that you quoted for your caso. ,

!

11 You quoted a number of cost ostimatos, but as I understood i

t

12 one of inum was your own.
,

1
I

13 Let me start from the point that you indicated'

14 that 40 percent of your business is export business at the

15 present tino and you havo really no problem of dealing with
.

16 peoplo who want notric goods as opposed to the ones who

17 doa't want the metric goods.

18 What is your interface with NRC, and if NRC

19 would convert -- so I'm not talking about your conversion --

20 NRC would convert its activities to motric, meaning that the

21 NRC ongineers would bo working -- by the way wo are outsido

22 the beltway, so I'm not sure -- So, NRC people would be

23 working in the actric. Would that affect you at all or

24 could you interfaco with NRC with the same caso as you are

(~'N 25 prosently interfacing with your customors who aro on the

q
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1 metric?

2 MR. SIECK: Well, to start with, the interface

3 with our customers is still in conventional customary units.

4 I mado a comment earlier about having in our computer

5 conversions for shipments. That is sololy to satisfy

6 various regulators through whom our equipment passes on the

7 way to our customers. That is not an issue with our !

8 customer at all. So, to satisfy our customer, we havo no

9 obligation, at this time, to do anything motric.
Civen the timo framo that I proposo, I believo10

I

that we would simply have to absorb the cost of doing this ]11

12 and would be able to comply with the NRC working in those'
\

.

i
\ 13 units at the end of this five year period following the

!
! 14 final ruling.

15 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: The part that I don't

16 undorstand yet is whero docs tho $100,000 come from. Is

17 that basically --

18 MR. SIECK: Well, that's $100,000 worth of ]

19 survey acters.
.

20 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: But that represents your

21 conversion?

22 MR. SIECK Yes.

CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: If you would not convert
23

but NRC would convert its activitics, would there be any24 i

/ 25 cost or any difficulty for you?
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1 MR. SIECK: Well, I think that depends a great
1

2 deal on what conversion means to the NRC. If conversion
1

3 noans that when you inspect us you expect our survey noters

4 to road in sieverts, yeah, there's a cost, the same cost.
,

5 If you convert and simply talk to us, or let
,

6 us talk to you in conventional units, there is no cost. It

7 doponds on how the NRC wants to talk to us. If you want to

8 talk to us in notric, then we've got to make the

9 convorcions.

10 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: If whatever wo issue
'

11 would to issued in notric or dual units for sono transition
12 period, and if what you send into us would havo to bo, after

13 sono dato, notric but nothir.g is, obviously when wo inspect

14 wo would inspect in whatever form it actually operatos,
i

15 would then thoro be any cost?

16 MR. SIECK: Given that scenario, probably not.

17 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Probably not. So, the

18 $100,000 is then basically converting your entiro operation

19 over to notric. And if you would do that, then you would
,

20 expect to service all of your custonors in notric from then

21 on?

22 MR. SIECK: Well, by that tino, what I

23 proposed would say that yeah, wo would ship to then in thoso

24 units. That's not going to make then happy, but yeah, wo ,

(~'s 25 would expect to do that.

(
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1 We're looking for a retreat routo. Since it
i

2 doesn't look like we're going to got out of it, we're

?

3 looking for the thing that's going to hurt us least.
j

4 CRAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Thank you very much.

5 MR. SJOBLOM: I had one other question.

6 You mado reference to a survoy you had dono of ,

7 other companics. I'm wondoring, is the form of that survey |

8 something that could be providod? In other words, did any

9 of those companics writo you lottors? And if so, do you

i

10 supposo it's possible that they could be provided to the 1

11 NRC?

12 MR. SIECK: I would say that -- what I did was
, ,

i

! 13 send -- in the caso of the competitors and the users, those |

u
14 wero donc by phone. I did got one writton responso from a

|

L 15 competitor.

i 16 In the case of the Ohio Radioactivo Matorial
.

17 Users Group, I sont out a survey in which I asked three
'

18 questions: Should we chango? If so, why? If we chango,

'

! 19 should we bo bilingual optionally for some period of timo?

20 And if vo chango, should it bo mandatory bilingual for somo

21 period of tino? Ar.d the last question was, How long should

22 it bo before we go entirely to SI units.

23 And again, this was all dodicated to tho

24 radiation sido of the business. I was not -- frankly, I was

(''s 25 .not awaro that I was going to deal with the rost of it at'

l'.!
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1 that timo.

2 Thoso peoplo responded. I can probably givo

3 you some numbers gleaned from those figurcs, but I would not

4 give you any information from any of those customers without

5 their permission.

6 MR. SJOBLOM: Woll, I would just encourage

7 that perhaps after this conferenco that you might try to put

8 down in a tabulated form, to the extent that you fool it's

9 appropriato, and perhaps sond that into the NRC. I think it

10 would bo of some valuo to us.

11 MR. SIECK: I really havo no objection to

12 contacting those people and find out if they caro whether wep- s
(s, 13 publish it or not. It doesn't matter to me.

14 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Mr. Sicck, I would liko

15 to kind of second that suggestion with the understanding

16 that what we are interostod in is not the names of the

17 individual companics or individuals who were contacted, but

18 rather just an overview of basically what you said for the

19 record today, but maybe in a little bit more understandable ,

20 conciso form.

21 So, if you could sum up what you already know,

22 and if in somo areas nooded to be a littic bit rounded up,

23 then just introduco that.

I 24 MR. SIECK: I'd bo glad to. Goo, I go back

25 home and got assignments from my boss, just like that.

C
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1 MR. SJOBLOM! I think thoro aro scvoral other
2 questions. Let me start in the back hero.
3 MR. WACHTEL: I'm Jerry Wachtel with tho

4 Offico of Systems Roccarch in the NRC. I have a question on

5 training and human orror. You talked about the implication

6 for retraining omorgoney responso crows, firo fighters,

7 otc., in the uso of the now measurcs. You also talked about

8 the recommendation for grandfathering equipment already out

9 in the field.

10 The question I havo is the reconciliation

11 betwoon those two: training folks who have used tho old

12 measures in the uso of the now, and kooping equipment out-_

() 13 with tho old monsurcs. Is thoro not somo implication for

14 the risk of increased error in the use of those devices

15 cortainly during the transition period and perhaps for as

16 long as the old equipment romains in tho field?

17 MR. SIECK: Yeah, thoro is.' The kinds of

18 incidents that are likely in our industry havo far loss

19 consequences than the instance that might occur in the

20 nuclear power industry.

21 Tho kinds of incidents that occur in our

22 business are a lost source or somo guy, as happened

23 recently, a general licensee removed a sourco holdor and

24 gave it to a scrapo dcalor who procooded to grind it up in a
,

f-~y 25 grindor. Wo make good stuff, ho missed the sourco. Thoso
( )
v]
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1 kinds of things are relatively low lovel,

2 And one of the first things that happonod is

3 required and nakes senso is that they start screaming for
4 people like us or they scream for the State or the Federal

5 Rogulator. So, very quickly you have people giving them
6 advico as of the valuo.

7 The kind of instruction we would give to our

8 customors would be advico on the order of when you realizo

9 you've got something wrong in the meter pegs you got overy-

10 body back to tho 2MR por hour level so that you're down at a

11 reasonablo lovel, and then yell for help. So, it's

12 relatively straight forward in our business compared to the

m)" 13 kinds of things that some other industries might have.t

14 MR. WACHTEL: Thank you.

15 MR. SJOBLOM: Abe?

16 MR. FISS: Abo Fiss, NRC.
i

17 You said, of course, you weren't prepared to

18 discuss conventional linear and weight measuromonts, but I

19 have a question.

20 In your business, when you roccivo an ordor

21 from overseas, do you got dimensional requests for your

22 gaugos in addition to the radiation specification? And do

23 you got roquests for uso of metric fastoners or holos for

24 metric fastenors on your equipment? And if so, how do you

25 deal with it?
(-se\
d
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1 MR. SIECK: Okay. Wo raroly got such requests

2 and the reason is probably because of the nature of our

3 products.

4 Density gaugos, for examplo, have adjustablo

5 fastenings so that when they clamp onto a pipo it really

6 docan't matter whether it's actric or not. Thoro is a whole i

7 big rango of ways to faston it. Level gaugon, for examplo,

8 aro mounted to a vossol. If they give us a motric dimensiota

9 we'll do it, but normally they don't. Wo toll them what it

10 lo. Wo provido cicaranco holes and they provido their own

11 bolts.

12 Onco, in all tho tino I recall, did wo have a
7_s

( ,) 13 probicm where wo scro obligated to provido motric fastenors.

14 And in that caso, our rep in the country sont the fastonors

15 in with tho order so it was pretty straight forward.

16 Wo do occasionally run into a situation whero 1

,

17 our gauge has a flange that has to mount to a customer's

18 flange. In that caso, we would comply with whatever the

19 customer wants. If he wants it metric, we'll figure out how

20 to got it for him in notric. It may cost us a fair amount

21 of money. The equivalent flango in notric, for instanco,
i

22 might cost us three timos the conventional flango. Normally
~

23 wo absorb that cost because it happens so rarely, onco ovary

24 five years or something like that. It's very raro.
I

g-~w 25 MR. SJOBLOM: Thero was another question over

bl
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1 on this side I believo.

2 MR. CAT Uri Cat, ORNL. !

3 Doesn't DOT aircady require you to do

4 labelling because of the shipping index? And if not, .

5 doesn't your export requiro you to do dual labelling or will

6 they require so?

7 MR. SIECK: The answer to the first question '

8 is no, DOT does not require us to do it.
,

9 The answer to the second question is yes. And

10 in those casos we're only talking about piccos of paper.

11 When wo pack the unit we put it into the computer in

12 customary units. It conos back out of the computer in both

13 units. Hero wu're talking dimension, voight, and activity.
'

14 In the case of transport index, most of our
'

15 stuff goes IATA, and incidentally, the transport index is

16 the same in both languages sinco it's an undefined number.

17 MR. GAT: It's by intention. There was a big

18 fight about this one.

19 MR. SIECK: Well, I'm glad whoever fought it

20 won. That's the only thing in this whole business that

21 doesn't require somebody to have a different frame of

|22 referenco.

| 23 You know, there is a big difference betwocn a

24 bocquerel and a curie and pint and a liter. If they woro

,f''s 25 closor, wo would probably be giving you a lot lors argument.
,

b'

l
,
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1 MR. SJOBLOM: Thank you very much, Mr. Sicek. |
i

2 MR. SIECK: You won't let no go, huh? l
|

3 MR. SJOBLOM: Oh, you've got one moro horo? j
l

4 MR. CAT: Yes. Ono very short question. ]

5 You givo us tho $100,000 in terms of the con- |
l

6 vorsion. Just-in order to put it in perspectivo, could you

7 toll us what is the total salo of your company in a year?

8 MR. SIECK: We are a closely hold company and

9 that's not public knowledge. ]
10 MR. CAT: That's not public knowledge. !i

1

11 MR. SIECK: But, compared to what I've heard |
1

..

12 horo so far, it's not very much,
l
( 13 MR. SJOBLOM: All right. Thank you, Mr. |

I 14 Sieck.

15 Wo also havo Mr. Uri Gat from Oak Ridge

16 National Laboratory who would like to address this particu- 1

17 lar issuo. )

18 MR. CAT: Good morning.
|

19 I guess I belong to those guys whose nano are

20 difficult to pronounco but at least they're easy to spell, |
1

l
21 and then my accent is Southern Appalachian,

22 The information that I -- really what I wanted |
|

23 to give is a little bit of information about the transition

24 in the medical arcas and primarily I served on the Combined l

25 Committoo that ANMC, American National Motric Council, ands,

i
t t )

,s -q
l

m
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1 the AMA had to go to what they called " going SI." They call

2 it " going metric."

3 I think the major thing that I can report is

4 the first thing they did is they required journals to go all

5 SI. However vc just heard this morning that in actuality it t

6 wasn't completely dono although, as I'll tell you in a ,

7 minuto, the radiation units were always a little bit an *

8 cxception.

9 The reason that I'm not totally up to date on

10 that is that very quickly I recognized that tho medical

11 industry, acdical professions really woro actric for a long,
'

12 long timo. They had some what, for lack of other words I'll

13 call " poor metrics." They used prefixes in the denominatori
,

14 which tends to confuso, particularly when you combine those .

15 units. And they used masses for unit volumes to measuro all

16 kinds of blood concontrations, medical concentrations, andl

17 so on -- medicine concentrations, such as milligrams per i

18 hundred docilitres or a docilitre or milligram or grams per

19 hundred milliliter.

20 And they kind of decided to cican up shop and

21 do bottor medicino, and did it under the disguiso of going
.

22 metric, And they changed such things as using the mole,

| 23 which is a better measure for what they actually were trying

24 to achievo, because it doesn't mattor what your mass units
'

25 are in your blood concontration of cells. The numbor, thep)
(,

vt'
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1 relative number that's thero, the molo is a better monsure

2 for that. So, those were some of the major changes.

3 They were also trying to clean up their act a

4 little bit and go, instead of a hundred millilitre, to go at

5' least to a liter, which lot along a cubic acter, which I

6 believe they were successful last I heard and last tino I

7 was invited that was to bo implemented within -- the

B implementation started and it was to be implemented within

9 the year.

10 That's very many similar concerns to what you

11 hear here all the timo, except they call thoso a:ouro (ph.)

12 doctors who don't como for an updato but onco ovary thirty

I~ \
( j 13 years. And they're a little bit concerned about that

,

14 information diffusing down to those areas whero a guy has

15 oquipment that he bought when ho finished medical school and

16 hasn't bothered to renow the equipment sinco.

17 some other units that we have a spucific

18 problem are really non units, the normal solutions, the

19 equivalent solutions, milli-equivalents and so on. They

20 woro trying to get away from those because those arc, unicss

21 you really remember your high school chemistry or chemistry,

22 then most peopic tend to have difficulties with that. And

23 laboratories have some difficultics with that, particularly

24 when it comes to the equivalent that may be ambiguous.

25 So, they woro trying to go away from'thoso-

C{
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1 units also and use the molo again. Thoroforo, most of the

2 changos involved moving to the solo. At the same time, the

3 molo is the most -- the unit that was the newest. If you '

4 will recall, there was really no -- there was the gram

5 equivalent before that, and all kinds of things, and people

6 vero not familiar with it. The molo is also very oddly

7 defined, its number of entitics and so on, and there woro I

8 some big discussions about the usage of this unit. And they

9 really wanted to uso a different namo, the gram equivalent.

10 That's kind of where the discussion went for a

i 11 long timo. And there was the same issuo Why switch if you

12 can uso the old thing and there will be no confusion than gom,
, () 13 to the now onc? And the discussion could almost havo been

14 tho same as we've heard horo in the last day and a half.

15 When it comes to radioactivo units, they

16 bhsically decided not to touch them, to lot tho other places

17 kind of imposo that on them. And that explains why, in the

18 journal, the radioactivity units were not changed and

19 tolerated in any units. And there was a recommendation of

20 using dual units. Again, there was a big issuo. When it

21 comes to the entiro medical issue is associated with safoty

22 and lives. And when you bring those words up, then it'a

23 much more difficult to chango. As wo see here again, when

24 it comes to safoty, the arguments got very intenso.

25 So, the decision was kind of made that the-sq

b
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1 radioactivo units will not be touched by the medical )
2 association, separato from the rest of the chango, which

3 brings in the NRC. And that was montioned at the timo that

4 they are regulated. And at that timo, which was about fivo I
J

5 or six years ago, there was no tendoncy to go from other !

6 places. And, as a result, nothing or very littic happened

7 in the radiation related units which were also loss known at

8 the timo.
|

9 This is kind of really what I wanted to report I

l
10 about. I will be glad to answor any questions if I can, but :

I
11 you nood to renombor that my information is a little bit

'

12 oldor than wo havo hoard earlier this morning.

13 DR. BAKER: My understanding is that tho AMA

14 requires the reporting of body constituonts, for examplo, in

15 terms of molos por volumo. But in torms of proscriptions, !
|

16 thoso are still given in conventional units. That, I think,

17 is the area whero there is most likely to bo some confusion.

18 MR. CAT: Yes, indood. And the problem was

19 again the similar problem to what I montionod with the

20 radioactivity units is that the AMA and the ANMC failed to

21 invito the manufacturers of pharmacouticals to bo part of

22 that conversion, and they didn't know how to imposo that on )

23 the producers of pharmacouticals who continued to provido

24 that in the traditional units which woro all motric and good

,- s 25 SI, grams por whatever, oither grams straightforward,
\
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1- milligrams, combinations of that; or in solutions grams por

2 unit voluno.

3 They did want and worked preferring to go to

4 the solo per unit volume in cortain case of solutions. And

5 they really wanted the medicinos thomselves also to moles,

6 because again it has the most significant unit and has a

7 much bottor meaning. It takes two conversions to got from

8 the grams to tho amount of effectivo medicino that you got,

9 while the molo takes only one conversion and that's your

10 body mass. You administor proportionato to your mass, to

11 body mass.

12 And the reason, of courso, in that they did-

(m /' 13 not got the pharmaceuticals industry early enough into the'

14 gamo and at that time. So, they wont along with whatever

15 was availablo.
t

16 But the proforrod unit is molo. And I undor-
|

17 stand that if they get the opportunity they will change that

,

and they wero ongaged in beginning to do that.18 ,

1-

19 Thank you.

20 MR. SJOBLOM: Thank you very much. -

21 Aro there any other peoplo in the room who
n

L

l 22 would liko to make any additional comments relativo to thic
|

23 soctor of our regulated community?

24 Yes, sir.

25 If you would like to como up, that would bo(~Ng
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2 MR. SHEPHERD: My namo is Marshall Shepherd,

3 and I'm with Allied Signal.

J

4 And wo are in the uranium conversion business.

5 I'd like to mako a few comments in regard to conversion.

6 We presently uso dual units in dealing with

7 foreign utilitics. In other words, if they ask for a

8 kilogram of material, we provido that. In addition, some

9 cxternal reporting is dono in the SI units.

10 From an internal point of vicw, in terms of

.

11 proccss equipment, procedurcs of physics equipment, instru-

12 montation, all of that is in our standard customary unit. ]

'N._./ 13 Thoro will be a lot of cost in conversion to the SI unit.
J

14 From a safoty standpoint when wo look at our
I

15 oporators training, gentionen, many of you discussed a
1

16 nucicar reactor. The training that goes on there is quito

17 different. We are very concerned about that.

18 The averago ago of the individuals within our

19 organization, at least in the hourly work forco, would bc

20 around forty years of ago. And I'm not being critical of

21 oldor people becauso many of us fly in the category, but the

22 averago education is around a high school equivalency. And

23 when you start throwing this chango in, in terms of the now

24 languago, the SI languago, thoso pooplo have a lot of

(N , 25 difficulty in understanding Psi, Psia, inches of water
(
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i column, inchos of mercury. They have tremendous difficulty.
.
'

2 I recall one operator, at one particular time .

3 I asked him exactly what his reading on the gaugo was and

4 how he understood it. Instead of telling me ex.ictly what

5 the pressure reading was, he said, "Well, I have this mark
.

6 up here, and I know if it goes beyond that mark that I've
,

7 got a problom."

8 So, that's the intellectual environment that

9 you deal with when you got outsido maybo the reactor and the

10 utility process, got away say into conversion, the conver-

11 sion busincas and possibly in the milling aspect.

12 Also, from a maintenanco standpoint, safety

! 13 considerations, using the proper tools. What happens if an

14 individual usos a motric tool when he should be using the

15 standard U.S. tool? It could causo a major US6 releaso. It

16 could be catastrophic, especially for the industry.

17 From a business point of view, right now the
-

,

18 business is really prico driven and from the conversion

19 point, loyalty driven in terms of say the Far East utility,

20 and enrichment driven exactly where they would like to have

21 their enrichmont performed. And I certainly cannot put it,

22 at this point, that it's metric driven.

23 From an external point of view, and external

| 24 reporting, I would havo to agree that we all need to be on

25 the samo wavolongth.7-~ .-
k

,
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1 Trom tho enorgency preparodness standpoint, I

2 don't sco a problem at all with that. .

3 But, from the internal point of view, I am '

i

4 somewhat concerned in that we have systems that are in place
,

5 that are working. To change those systems would be very

6 costly.

7 From a health physico point of view, radiation
,

8 protection. We agree that that reporting should bo

9 eventually in the SI system. We should be on the samo wavo- ;

10 longth thoro, t

11 But, our recommendation is that we would use a

| 12 period of timo as such that a dual unit would be reported so-

( 13 that we could gradually phano into this to avoid the calcu-

| 14 lational errors, the reporting errors that could be expected

15 when one doesn't know the languago. And wo expect -- and s

16 I'm calling this a language and I sco it as a different

17 language. And it's a big concern for us becauso we do not

18 want to report errors or have errors in reporting.

19 That concludes my comments.

20 MR. SJOBLOM: Thank you, Marshall Shepherd.

21 Docs anyono have any questions for him?

22 Yes, go ahead.

23 MR. ISLANDER: Lars Islander, NRC.

|

| 24 Regarding communication and understanding and
:

the language and regarding the industrial uso -- this is af-S . 25 i
(

s
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1 more gonoral comment -- we should be aware that radioactive j

.

2 materials and sources are used on a much broader basis than

3 medical application packaging and surveying. I

4 At a tino of lost projects, not too far in the
!

5 past, we have been using, and we have spin-offs of this ]
6 today in the industry, using radioactivity in sources for j

7 density florid measurements on a very sophisticated and a

8 very broad basis.

9 Now, the fringo benefits of converting into
)|

10 SI, whichover avenuo wo take, slow, fast and so on, is also |

11 that one that in most countrics where people are brought up
i

12 in a nonconventional, meaning SI or metric systems, if you ;

[_ , i

( 13 are speaking to them about the usage, for examplo florrids

14 cubity por second, a gallis -- So, this is completely,

15 cannot be translated in their mind into the actric units of

16 florid. The same applies for pressure and stresses,

17 partially for temperature. We know from the local stations

18 about low temperature range, but for the high temperature wo

19 divide by two to get Fahrenheit, but otherwise, it is

20 complotoly a nightmaro, not to speak about viscositios and

21 other things.

22 So, thereforo, conversion, if you intend to

23 speak about the usage of sources in radioactivity materials,

24 and CAT scans, and ccattoring whatever else, that those are

25 the more -- servo as tho methods now used very broadly. You
g

'Uk
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1 cannot discuss that with a user who is not brought up in

|

2 that system. He cannot have a calculator during a |

1

3 conferonco or a business meeting. So, thoso are the -- '

4- those will be the fringe bonofits for reducing the not costs

5 of a company solling the products.

6 MR. SHEPHERD: Someono else montioned we'ro I

7 talking about people here and vo're talking about in terms

8 of the conversion aspect. And thoso people start talking in I

9 terms of kilomotors por gallon, in terms of measuring the ;

10 officiency of their automobilo, they I think they will bo !

11 ready to take on the SI system in the work placo.

12 MR. SIECK: In our business, whethor domestic
,

13 or export, our customor doesn't really give a hoot about the j

14 radiation units. Ho's concerned about the units at which )
15 his product is being measurod, and we already meet that. We

16 give him whatever he wants, whatever languago he wants. So,

17 his user of the gauge doesn't need to know that, except for

|
*

18 safoty reasons.

19 And the same thing is true in this country.

20 We have many, many customors who got answers to basically

21 the samo questions different ways. We mako a gauge for
;

22 measuring a plastic shoot for instance as it goes down a

23 web. There are probably a half a dozon ways in which our

! 24 customers want that answer, but inside that thing is the

i
l

'

25 same little krypton source, and the user really doesn't caroq
H t )
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1 .about that. He wants to be safe, and whatever makes it easy '

2 for him to be safe is all that he cares about.
3 MR. SJOBLOM: If there are no other speakers, ;

4 lot me try to just summarize a little bit of what I got out

5 of what has been said here.
6

6 There is, of course, concern and -- for tho

7 chango, and I think the concerns have to do with costs.

8 They also have to do with safety. Thoro is seemingly a
'

9 clear consensus that it really isn't the equipment, it's the

10 poopic. There seems to be a feeling that if the congress
'

I

11 meant what it put in the law, and if they don't chango it

12 again, that some sort of a transition is inevitabic. And so'

j
~

|-(,,/ 13 we're faced then with determining a time frame and an

L 14 approach. ,

15 We've had some very useful written sugges- ,

16 tions, I think, from tho Ohmart corporation as to what sort
L

'-

| 17 of a transition seems right for them given the inevitablo.

18 And we certainly appreciate the willingness to venturo forth

| 19 and to making a suggestion like that. We talked a little

20 bit about training, and I think that is the underlying thing

21 that we're going to have to face as a nation here -- that|

!
22 all of our peoplo need to be somehow trained. We also hoard

23 about grandfathering of equipment in the field, and that

24 seems cortainly a rational thing to consider,

, ''N 25 So, I'm sensing that we should, at some point,
i

1
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1 begin to train the peoplo in both units, whero we nust; and

;

2 then, at some point, begin to express things more and noro
3. in SI units; and then at some point, hopefully down the
4 lino, we will have then the older equipment and the older

,

5 people continuing to work in perhaps both units.- And then
6 the newer people coming out of our grade schools, and our '

.

7 high schools, and our colleges will be, hopefully by then,
8 working in SI units, of course, as a small entity in the ;

l 9 ontiro nation, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has an
\ '

10 extremely small role in this wholo transition, and the
11 success that the nation has will dopond on training of tho I

: 12 mass of people in these kinds of units. '

134g When we got to the particular units involvingt

14 radiation, there seems to be a fooling that, with rogard to
15 selling products, it's easy for the very few people and
16 companies that need to make these convursions to do so. We

17 heard one company say they have these things in the computer
'

18 and they'll provide and label the product however their
.

19 customers are required perhaps by their regulatory agencies
20 to have them labelod.

21 But, the problem seems to be in dealing with

22 the very largo number of people that have to manage and work

23 in the processes in this country. And so, I sense that

24 NRC's policy needs to pay particular attention to the way in
25 which we change over insofar as it affects the peoples lives

%A
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1 who are manning these processes, first because there are

2 many, many, many more of them; and second, because the level !

3 of sophistication of many of these people is not really ;

!

4 sufficient to allow them to internally manipulate thoso .

5 numbers in any event.
'

6 And I think that summarizes what I have heard

7 today, and I would carry that back. I would encourage .

8 anyone who wants to submit anything in writing to do so. I

.

9 would hope that the gentionan from Ohmart would indcod

10 provido us the results of his poll to the extent he can do

11 so.
'

|
'

12 And unless there are any other suggestions j

( 13 along this line, this session is over. ;
A

14 If I look at the time, Zoltan, I think we'vc

15 gono a littic bit over, but I think wc've donc it pretty

16 much in the time.

17 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Thank you very much.

18 We appreciate this session, and we would like

19 to have now a coffee break. We have coffee and tea out in

20 the hallway. Let's have a fifteen minute coffee break. So,

21 vc are going to reconvene at 10:40.

22 Off the record.

23 (Whorcupon, at 10:25 a.m. there was a fiftcen

24 minute break.)

25 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: On the record.
.g

u
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1 our next session this morning is going to

2 discuss the actrication issues associated with academic and
P

3 research institutions. And the NRC representative who's

4 going to make his introductory remarks and going to handle

5 this session is Seymour Weiss who is Director of the Non- |
6 Power Reactor Decommissioning and Environmental Project

7 Directorato.
,

8 Sy, it's your turn.

9 MR. WEISS: Good morning.

10 As Director of the Non-Power Reactor Decommis-

11 sioning and Environmental Project Directorato, my world ;

[ 12 encompassos about fiftcon off-power reactors that rango from
r
! 13 zero up to twenty megawatts, and those plants that aro in

14 the process of being commissioned.

15 As such, I probably touch on all of the areas

L 16 that have already bocn discussed today or will bo discussed
,

17 later. The spectrum of non-power reactors consists of

18 decommissioned facilitics, operating facilitics, license

19 renewals, conversion from high enrichment to low enrichment,

20 and one facility under construction, and I oven havo -- or

21 am getting, one application for construction permit. This
,

22 is something out of the ordinary, something new.

23 So, my first slido hero shows some of the

24 goals that I had in mind for this session and some of tho

- ~.y 25 things that I hope will got discussod. I would like to see

t.
D
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1 the extent that the notric system is currently in use at

2 Universities and other research institutions advanced to a

3 greator extent than tho nuclear power industry. What aro

4 their thoughts? What kinds of plans do they have for future

5 conversion? Does the academic and research community look

6 at itself as taking a lead in this area?

7 Next we have adverso and positive aspects of

8 NRC conversion. How are grants and procuromonts and

9 business related activitics being affected as well as the

10 things that we regulato, which are the non-power reactors
.

11 and the nuclear materials aspect. So, hopefully we'll

12 address both the advorno impacts and the positivo impacts.~

7-~
I
\ 13 Next slido. The second slido is an attempt,

14 it's and offert to soo if we can get a little bit moro

L
| 15 specific information in the arca of academic grants and

16 contracts. After 1992 using metric units only. Is this a

17 valid approach to lifo? Is 1992 too early? Maybe wo should

18 try a different approach. s

19 What about consistency with the units used at !

20 a facility by the researchers? Should we mandato a chango
,

L 21 in submittals to us when applications are sont in for grants
i

| 22 and contracts?
|

'

23 Progross reports. Progross reports on various

24 contracts. Should wo specify in the grant or the contract

25 the system of units that should bo.used? What approach
(''Np
\s-] .;

i

|
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1 should we tako?

2 Long term contracts. Is it necessary to i

l

3 convert at a specific tino? Or should we maintain consis- |

4 .toney over tho length of the contract? !

'

5 Equipment modifications. Equipment modifica-

6 tions that are related to the research that's being carried

7 out and also now equipment purchases. Should thoso bo

8 specified as to the units they uso?

9 And last, what about other government

10 agencies. Integration with DOE and with national labs who

11 are on major contracts. What kind of coordination is thoro?

12 The last slido is somowhat more specific togI
N.- 13 the non-power roactor community which we regulato but who

14 also participate in grants and contracts. Wo look at

15 licenso amendments, licenso rcnowal, omorgoney and physical

16 security plans, wo look at toch specs. Should those bo

! 17 conventional and metric? Should it be at the option of the

18 licensoc? Or should wo, after a cortain timo period, say it

19 has to bo expressed in one or both of those systems? What

20 about revisions to licenses? How would wo handlo that?
(

21 Now, tho question is, will this load to

22 confusion when other fodoral, stato, and local governmont

23 agencios arc involved? And this is something that should be

24 addressed.

,/''}< 25 Facility layout. Conventional and metric,

f
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1 Should it be the option of the licensco?

2 What about replacement parts?

3 What about operator confusion? If I start

4 monkeying around with the control room, what effect does i

5 this have on the operator? '

6 Training program. Another area that should be
!

7 addressed.

8 Now applications. After 1992, should I only

9 accept now applications in notric? What is the opinion of

10 people?

11 Now, it's interosting that in the one appli-

,J[f 12 cation for construction permit we have, it is a reactor that

13 had been at ono university and was being transferred to
*

'

14 another university. So, here it is already defined

'15 physically and built and it's being moved. What kind of
1

16 units should it bo? Where does that fall in? And I suspect

'17 that there will be other cases like this where a research
18 reactor is moved from one school to another.

19 The inspection reports of safety evaluations

20 that we writo. How would they be dono? ,

21 Non-power reactors are also used to train

22 operators that are oventually going to find their way into

-23 the nuclear industry and the power industry. There has to

24 be some way of looking at consistency betwoon how they're

25 trained and the universitics and the schools and how the
1
IG
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1 power reactor industry operates.
.

2 I think we also need o address the economic

3 . cons 3dorations of a chango. Most universities are very low,

4 . budget operations. They have difficulty in getting funds,

8 and we need to address the impact-of any changes on thesc

*

6 universities.

L 7 Boforo I'introduco the speaker, I guess one

|: 8 thing kind of bothered ma in sitting through some of.the 7

9 . talks today, and that was the absence of emphasis on human

10 factors. In a previous life timo I had worked at the NRC.in

| 11 the human factors area. Tho thingc that have to be con-

'

12 sidered aro you don't want to confuso the operator. Youj_s

( 13 don't want to misicad the operator, and you want to facili-

14 tato communications between the various operators. And a

I
15. rescarch test reactor, I think this is very, very important,

L 16 jus" like it is in a power reactor.

17 During emergency operations you want to make

f 18 sure that the stress is reduced as much as possible on an

19 operator such that in dealing with a panel that might have

20 different units on the front of it and different units on
1.

| 21 the back of it, and an operator goes to verify a measure-
L

22 ment, this can creato a problem. And I think this is an

23 important aron that needs to be addressed.

24 The other thing I wanted to toss up for

je Nr 25 discussion is maybe we ought to look at a phase-in type
.I h

. G'' {
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1 program with the research-and academic community rather than

2 rigid dates. For examplo, maybo we ought to consider first
~

3 addressing health physics and radiological safety and

4 conversion'into metric units, and then follow that up some

5 time period later with nuclear matorials and sourcos,

6. addressing that area. A third you might address facility

7 components, and then last facility operations.

8 I'm not in favor of this one way or the other,

9 but I think this is something.that maybe wo ought to talk

10 about a little bit to got away from the firm fixed date way

L 11 of looking at things.

.,_( 12 So, hopefully I've sort of generated enough

/ \

/ 13 -. for our speakers here and our panel.t

14 And the first speaker is going to be Larry

15 Puby from Reed Collogc. He has talked hero a little

16 carlior, but bricfly he had been in the nuclear engineering

L 17 department at Berkeley for 28 years where lu) managed thero
|

18 the nuclear reactor. And since 1987 ho has been in semi-

19 retiremont at Reed College in Orogon, Portland, Oregon where
i

4

20 ho is the manager of their nuclear reactor.

21 MR. RUBY: Thank you very much.

L 22 As you know from previous discuscions, I have

23 suggested a policy of substantially now activitics of tho
| 24 NRC being entirely in notric and ongoing activities of tho

25 NRC being done with minimal impact.but also in matric.-'y

L(
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! 1 At Rood Collogo whero I manago the nuclear

2 reactor, we have boon requested by the NRC to submit revised
L

| 3 technical specifications in the near futuro. And so, thoro-
L

4 fore, what I mean by minimal impact on an ongoing program

5 turns out to be rather portinont to what I now do. In other

6- words, I have to put my money where my mouth is, or maybe I

7 should say more proporly Rood Collogo's money. ;

8 And so, what I am asking our review committoos
'

9 to approvo is a sot of technical specifications which

10 fortunatoly in substanco are identical with what wo had

11 beforo, only bccause of NRC standards they will go from

12 cloven pages.to forty fivo pagos. But, from the standpoint7 d(;
13 of substanco,.nothing changos excepting that all questions

m,

n

| 14 of units will be treated now with the SI units expressed

15 -primarily, and the older units, whatevor it was, oither U.S.

| 16 customary or oldor actric, expressed in paronthesis.
l~ 17 And this submission will be contingont on two

18 concossions from the NRC, the first that wo may demonstrato

19 complianco in either of tho two units. And this means that,

20 for example, we do not need to roplace any of our instrumon-

21 tution, which we actually financially could not do at this

22 timo; and secondly, that we can respond to examinations in
|.

23 oither of the two units, which means that sinco my operators

24 nood to essentially memorize the technical specifications,
| 25 they do not nood to double the set of numbers they nood toE

/''sl :
,

!
'

U{
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1- use because of this now policy.

2 I am hoping.that-this will be favorably

3 received as technical specifications which will be in com-

~4 pliance with the new Omnibus Trado Act and I guess now only

5 timo will tell.

6 However, before finishing the discussion, I I

7 would like to say somothing about the problem of the older

8 radiation units versus the newer radiation units. First of
f |

9 all, I think from my standpoint I would like to see the samo |
l

10 philosophy adoptod; namely, an interim period whero both

11 sets of units would be acceptablo. ig
|

12 However, much has hinged in the past upon what
,,

1

!( 13 the Department of Energy has said in 10CFR20 because both '

14 the NRC and the EPA have essentially adopted their regula-

15 tions from that particular document. Now, the Department of

16 Energy has had Part 20 under revision for about maybo eight

17 years, if I romember correctly. I have seen an early

18 version of that revision. It had dual units in it. And in

19 addition, it still retained some features which are not

20 desirablo in SI, such as expressing concentrations in somo-

21 thing por cubic contimeter or something por millilitro.

22 I don't know what the recent status of the

23 revisions arc, but I think that it would serve the purposes

24 of clarifying the situation if the NRC would encourage tho

25 Department of Energy to do something about Part 20 in the-s

LA
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1 near future,-and in particular, to como up with a version

'2 that would satisfy the requirements of the Omnibus Trade

3 Act.

4 Thank you.

5 MR. WEISS: Do we have any questions? |
1

6 Zoltan. |

7 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: I would like to make one H

8 comment in connection with 10CFR Part 20.

9 10CFR Part 20 is presently under revision and

10 it's under NRC's regulatory responsibility. NRC is making

11 the changos. It's proposed set of changes have been

,_ ([ 12 prepared and have been submitted to the commissioners for .:-

k,)- 13 their consideration and right now:it's in. front of them.
|

14 So, we don't know yet what's going to happen, but there's a 1

| 15 possibility that within a few months maybo thoro may be

16 something issued.

17 MR. RUBY: Can you say anything in more detail

18 about what has been donc?

19 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: That was -- one of the

20 issue was that how the units should be there. And, as far

21 as I know, it is the customary units and metric units in
i

22 parenthesis. j

'

23 MR. WEISS: Any other questions?

24 Yes. |

f'] 25 MR. PRICE: My question is for the college or j
i

fiv)
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f- 1 the university in the future, just taking the reactor or the

2 nuclear portion. If you were to go off and buy new meters

3 in the next two years or refit somothing of that facility, e

,

4 think about upgrading or changing in any sort, would you now-

5 require notric? That's the first question.

6 Second, when you communicate with your local
>

7. communities on the parameters for that reactor, as far as

8 civil defense or emergency situations, what system do you

9 communicato in?

10 MR. RUBY: Number one, with respect to instru--

| 11 montation, there are two. classification of instrumentation:
L '

12 radiation instrumontation and everything else.

| c (.
l

|[ 13 And with respect to the radiation instrumenta-

14 . tion, I think I would like to have now instruments.that
,

15 would bo in dual units with dual scales so.that I could,

L 16 either interpret them in terms of sicverts or of roms, but I

17 would want the scales to be clearly delineated so that it

18 would not be a source of error rather than a source of
' 19 assistance to me.

20 With respect to the other instrumentation, it

21 sort of depends on to what extent the NRC will allow us to

22 retain ovarything that we have, because if I replaco instru-

23 montation, I have to replaco proceduros which specify

24 readings on those instruments. And this turns out to be a

25 rather titanic job and I worry about how our oporators willj-s.,
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1 survivo in the interim.
|

2- So, my preference is that I prefer not to face

3' that situation if it could possibly be avoided. H

I
4 MR. WEISS: I guess, in today's world,~when

.

5 you buy replaccmont parts, let's say for a control consolo,

6- you're probably going to go digital. And if you do that,

7 you have the option generally of specifying whatever units

8 you want, and it's generally easy to switch from one to the
L l

9 other. I

2.0 MR. SIECK: It may be easy on the specifica-

11 tion shcot, but when looking at it from the operator side,
1

'

12 which would you specify?

; _ ( ,) 13 MR.' WEISS: Looking at it from the operator's

14' sido?

15 MR. SIECK: Operator's side.

16 MR. WEISS: That's getting back to my human

17 factors problem.

18 If my operator is dealing with other instru-

19 ments and he's verifying information, he has to have

20 something that is consistent all the way through. It makes

21 it very difficult for an operator when he is looking up

22 something, let's say rad position, and he's concerned about

23 rad position and it's inches on his primary display, and he

24 goes to verify it somoplace also and it's given to him in

-; 25 contimators. And this is just a very simplistic examplo.

i'u
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1 So, the human factors aspects of.the conversions aro very, '

2 very important and something that has to be done on an

3 integrated fashion. You can't just do it on a picco meal

4 type thing.

5 This is especially important when you have an

6 emergency situation and the operator is being placed under a ,

7 lot of stress. And then to do conversions-in his mind, I

8 think you can run into difficulty. And-this is an aroa, I

9 think,.that just noods to be addressod. ,

10 MR. SIECK: Thank you.

11 MR. WEISS: Zoltan?-

12 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Just a brief question. |
f ~( -,

13- Larry, do I understand you correctly that you
_,

14 are saying that you would continuo operating the reactor in
i

15 the traditional units basically because of the instrumenta-

16 tion? That's the instrumentation-that you havo, that's what

17- the operator has to live with, so you would continue to

18 oporato it in English units, but in your now toch specs you

19 would have dual units?
|

20 MR. RUBY: That's correct. That is the thing,

| I think, that would make the transition the least costly and21

22 the least confusing at the present timo.

23 MR. WEISS: Any more questions or comments?

24 our next speaker is Ali Moslok from tho

25 University of Maryland. He's in the Nrclear Engincoring
,

-!

\~
,
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1 Dopartmont. His specialty.is risk and safoty assossment,

'2 .and ho has been looking at tho benefits and the disadvan-

3 tages of the two systems.

4 MR. MOSLEK: Good morning. 4

5- Perhaps among the speakers today I'm the least
i

6 . qualified to talk about the subject, given the short notico

7 I got in placing another speaker.

8 And this is ono.of those subjects that I have

9 a strong opinion and wiso opinion, but very little to talk

10 about.

11 In responso to the questions that was raised

12 initially in the Fodoral Rogistor and in accordanco with the.j -[k
Lk_, 13 way we normally deal with those things, such as the method

14 'of research project yesterday, I' vent around and talked to

15 people. And I also askod one of my graduato students to do
i

R 16 what they normally do, to go read a book and givo no tho

.17 essence on that and kind of domesticate the subject.

18 So, what I'm offering you, going to toll you

1. 19 about today is basically based on that limited investigation

20 that I did. Triod to see what the gonoral fooling is in the

21 Collogo of Engincoring in tho' University of Maryland Collego *

22 ;at Collogo Park.

23 Much to my surpriso, when I got the opinion
u

24 poll from the faculty, those whom I talkod to in soveral

,'~xe 25- departments including nuclear engincoring, thoro was a
|k
L capital Hill Roporting
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1 strong intorest to novo and basically convert to the motric f

2 -system, SI system. And that went across different ,

3 departments, differont disciplinos all the way from

4 electrical engineering to capcol (ph.) and nuclear.

5 And to summarize what I observed was that in

6 most -- in'several areas, if I go over what I could

7 categorizo basically, it turns out that the majority of

8 coursos are-taught in that SI those days at Collogo Park.

9 Those include, for instanco, reactor physics, you know, in

10 our department.
,

11 Somo woro mixed. The mechanical ongincoring

12 and nuclear.onginocring both teach heat transforonco and,-~
! !

L (_,). 13- dynamics in both units. Thore aro exceptions whero' sono
|

14- coursos are taught entirely in the conventional units for
1

;
.

.15 . good reasons. And an example is the systems analysis and

16 reactor design from the hydraulics point of view, and that's

17 because thoro was a concern that our graduates would have to

18 intoract with the industry, go work for tho industry, who at

19 this present timo is almost entirely tho conventional

20 system. So,.wo teach thoso coursos in those units. '

21 Despite this, the mix that wo havo, the

22 majority being the SI system, both the faculty and a group f

23 of students I talked to profor the SI system. And it turns
!

24 out that most of the students are fluont, our future

j'"N, 25 graduates will be fluent in both systems so thoro wouldn't

J
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l' be any problem for the futuro generation in understanding,
"

2 having the right feeling for the numbers and the units if- j

3 they work for the industry. They say that tho SI system in

4 more natural for physical sciences, and I tend to agree with j

5 that. |
i

6 It's a decimal baso, baso 10, and it's a lot i
!

7 easicr in terms of conversion and remembering the relation I

L 8 in different quantitics that way. -And also, somo of thoso

9 ero based on, you know, physical processes that are closer
1

10 to the physical _ sciences such as the rango of temperaturo _;
j

11 from froozing to boiling, from zoro to a hundred, rather |

,_[N 12 than somothing that is for, you know, designed for human
/

|_' Q 13 body temperaturo such as 32 to you know 100 degroo ;

!p
14 Fahrenhoit.'

15 So,-the students and the faculty folt, tho :

!

16 majority of them, that they would-profor the SI system. And !

17 other than some of the courses that be required to be taught
3

18 in the conventional system, most coursos are taught in SI.

19 Text-books, most modern text books arc written that way, SI.

20 And even some of the referenco matorials are now being

21 convorted. In fact, I brought one the Chart of Flow of j

22 Fluids for valves and pipes and fitting matorial. Wo havo

23 the conventional system and now wo have the motric system.

24 So, even the referenco manuals are now becoming available.

25 As far as education is concerned, we sec, you

i )
L4
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1 know, very little problem, and our concern of this is that

2 essentially the interface with-the industry.

3 In the area of research, we have two

4 categorios of research. Wo have the research that requires

5 tools, equipment, experimental usago, and we have things,

6 you know, pencil and paper. If NRC required the chango in |

7 their grants, reports and contracts, the submittals to NRC,

8 wo don't soo a significant impact on the roscarch which are

9 analytical and have very little experimental work. |

10 However, as everybody exprescod a concern

I
11 horo, conversion in the area of tools in our labs and

.~f 12 oxperimental roscarch will be felt if, you know, the impact

13 would be felt thero given the limited budget that we have in )
,

|

14 universitios to deal with these things. That is, you know,

15= a common, I think, concern that most of us have horo.

16 Huch to my surpriso, the operators in our

|~ 17 reactor are trained in both units, and they are ready to

18 respond. Now, wo are talking about thirty, a small environ- |

19 mont compared to power reactors so, you know, you can't

20 really extrapolato those figuros, but as far as the univer- i

21 sity is concerned, the roscarch reactor wo have we can

22 operato either way in terms of proceduros. Howevor, the

23 instruments, particularly the radiation instrumentations are

24 all in the conventional unit.

es 25 But, the result of the rosaarch, when you
-

.
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1 publish most technical journals requiro SI units thoso days,

2 with the option of putting the conventional units in

3 paronthesis if you want. And, in that sonso, it's not going
,

4 to havo any impact on us either,

5 Do we have any plans for a full conversion in
.

6 the futuro? I did not see any sign of that. It scoms that
<

I

- 7 tho motric system, the SI system is gradually.taking over,

8 at least in the Collego of Engincoring. And it seems a more

9 natural system and people are robuilding their notos, the

10 class notos, tho instructors are using those system.

11 Howevor, as I said, you know, you'ro still

, f 12 cont - ened about, you know, if thoro is a requiromont to
Jfp

'

(_jf - 13 chango and wo havo to comply with those in our plans and our

i - 14 cxperimontal roscarch work.
1

| 15~ Tho question of budgot constraints on changing
:

16 tho equipment is going to bo, you know, a concern for us.
!
'

17 It's an important issuo.

18 What kind of adverso impact would thoso
|

I 19 changes have on other activities at the university? The

20 only concern that we have, other than the onos that I

21 expressod, is that if we mako a full conversion and send our

22 graduates out and tho industry has not caught up with that,
#

23 then they will not be as offective as they might othorwiso
i

24 bo. So, in tho intorim we profor to continuo teaching the

s 25- courses that wo think will bo intorfaced with the industry
.l
1 Gj
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1 in the conventional' units.
; And wo also, as I listened to most of you this2

morning, the concern expressed by most of you about the3y

4 human factors, that'sido of it. And being a risk assossor,

!-

|_
5 I'm concerned about the impact.of the changos on oporators-

E 6 in nuclear power plants in particular. ,And as I can see,
'

thoro are similar concerns in other parts of the industry.7

8 So, tho_ transition, we think, will be

-9 difficult. Howevor, I think tho -- when you look at the"

bonofits overall, moving toward a moro -- moro of a global10

oconony thoso days, I think tho ovorall the bonofits would11

out woigh the difficultics we're going to bo' facing duringf ~s( 12
~i I: l
' 's_/ 13 the transition-period.

That's about all what I have to offor today.14

15 MR. WEISS: Thank you.
|

Do wo have any questions or comments on this?16

17- MR. SIECK: You indicated that your people who

operate the roactor are trained in both units. How many
18

: ' 19 people are involved in that?

20 MR. MOSLEK: Wo havo four full timo pooplo

ranging from, you know, starting from the Roactor Director21

who is also a licensed operator, and throo full timo22

assistants who do that, and then soveral graduato students23

| 24 who aro licensed operators. So, you're talking about ton.

f'' . 25 MR. SIECK: The instrumentation is all in
k k

: ;
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I customary units?

2 MR. MOSLEX: Yes. Yos. Particularly
;

3 radiation.

4 MR. SIECK: So, if you woro to have somo sort~

of a crisis in the unit today, ovarybody would still deal in -

5
t

6 the customary units?

7 MR. HOSLEK: Yes.

8 MR. SIECK: So, that for right now, the dual

9 training is irrolovant, for right at this minuto in this

10 caso.

11 MR. MOSLEK: Yos. The proceduros are based on

g-~-( 12 the customary.

k~ 2 - 13 MR. SIECK: Somobody asked the question'

carlier of Doctor Ruby as to whether he would buy instruman-14

tation next timo around in either notric only or in dual15

16 units. How would you respond to that issuo?

17 MR. MOSLEK: Again, going back to the !

proforence, the proforonce is we would profor the SI units.18

19 However, as I said, wo are under other constraints such as

20 we profor again to koop the equipment we have as long as wo

21 can.

So, it would dopond on the overall22

23 onvironment, to what extant wo would be required to chango.

And I think if we havo to chango, given the constraints, wo24

j'~') 25 will, and I think that's consistent with what is proforrod.

V(-
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1 But, again, as I said, you know, we havo the budgot

2- constraints unfortunately.

3- MR. SIECK: Lot me demonstrate my ignoranco of

4 how this thing operatos. Is it practico for you, when you

replace instrumentation, to simply shut the placo down and5

6 replace everything? Or do you do like the rest of us do in

7 our businoso and you buy one meter at a timo, or one --

8 MR. HOSLEK: No, no, no. In the real world --

'9 MR; SIECK: -- or ono thing at a timo.

10 MR. MOSLEK: Yoah. Yoah.

11 MR. SIECK: So, if you woro to mako a convor-

12 sion in instrumentation, you would almost necessarily have

13 oither both kinds or-dual-kinds.

14 MR. MOSLEK: Dual kinds is the type of thing

15 that would bo, again, the ones that-we can find would be the

16 dual if we can find them.

17 MR. DIMEGLIO: I'd like to address that last

18 question a little bit. I think that's probably facility

19 dependent. For examplo, when we replace equipment, whether

20 or not wo go SI or whether or not wo go standard Ancrican

21 doponds on what we'ro replacing. For examplo, if we woro to

22 replace the temperaturo measuring channel, and wo woro to do

23 that today, we would undoubtodly go SI. Wo now measuro in

24 Fahronhoit. Wo would probably measure in contigrado, and we

25 don't think that's a very significant problem for our
;
1

(
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1 operators.

If wu woro to go, though, from gallons por
2

minuto to cubic motors por second, wo'd have to think a3

little harder becauso now we end up with numbers which are a4-

5 little bit moro difficult to interpret.

So, I think it doponds what instrument you're6

If we woro to do a
7- talking about at the control system.

whole control system, and some of us hopo that we can do8

that in the next few years, I think wo would probably go SI9

and spend tho timo training the operators so that they aro |

!10
Butnow familiar with the totally now instruments.11

renombor, the exchange of a control system is a quartor of a;( s( 12
And so then you

- \s 13 million dollar project for many roactors.
can afford the timo -- relativo to that, you can afford tho |

14 )

tino and the money to retrain your operators totally rather15

16 than partially. !

17 MR. WEISS: Any moro questions or comments?
l

18 MR. MOSLEK: Ono from the audienco,

19 MR. WACHTEL: Jorry Wachtel from NRC.

Just a comment on this training issuo. If you
20

replace one instrumont or one component for one subsystem
,

21

and not the other it not only has an implication on the22

training for that component or subsystem, it has an implica-23

tion on your operating proceduros and on your training24

manuals and on the training of the trainers who havo toL[ 25
\ (

(
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1 train the students. And if you'rc dealing with a partial- t

versus a completo change over in training, the implications2
-

become much wider'in terms of continuing a dual training.3
4

Somo in SI units and como in conventional, which is a very4

5 different problem then if you're making a comploto change.-

6 MR. DIMECLIO: This is a comment on the

7 comment.
1 '. I think that you've got to rcmomber that we're
|' 8
I-
| 9 working in a university environment, and we're generally

working with operators of the type that the powcr industry10

11 is now trying to got too. And so, I think surc you have to
-

1

I f r AI 12 chango your orcrating procedurcs, and that is at Icast you
;n
L' 13 havc to char 4go a few numbers in them. You don't really have

to chango the procedurcs, but I don't think in the environ-1.

L 14

15 mont of a rescarcn reactor with fewer operators and

operators of a slightly different type then you got in tho' )
16

powcr industry that mixed units is the biggest prob 1cm, is! 17
P|

18 that big a prob 1cm.

They're using mixed units all the time. For j
11 9

cxampic, wo designed a new columnator for our experiments20

-and no one objects to the fact that the dimensions of the21

22 columnator arc two millimeters by two foot. That doesn't

stir up all kinds of problems in a university environment.23

24 So, --

25 MR. MOSLEK: Yeah. I agree with you. I think

"'}
[V.{

,

~'
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1 the concern that is expressed here is more like, you know,'

2 the concern for the outsido world rather than.the
i

3 university.'

4. MR. WEISS: Zoltan? {

5 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: I have two questions, onc ;

6 for Ali and another onc for all acabers of the panel. '

7 Ali, you acntioned that the text books thoso
,

8 days are mostly in SI units. Science text books liko

physics and chemistry has bcon in SI units for quito a9.

10 while. If I specifically ask the question for engineering

11 text books, what form arc those today?

| j-- 12 MR MOSLEK: I was referring to engincering

!\., l 13 -text books essentially rather than -- yeah. Most of the

14 books coming out those days and most of the ones that arc

15 _being used at Collego Park arc cvidently SI. I know of the

16 coursos that I have taught, and I'vc asked other poopic who

17 say the same thing.

18 Some books arc in both units, but thoso arc

19 terrible actually because they havo made the conversion in

20 some chaptors and not in others. It's very confusing,

21 although most of the students thoso days undcratand both of

22 them.

123 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: The second question is

24 really to tho -- and which has just boon discussed, the

25 instrumentation on the university reactors,[''
i
.N/ (.
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1 In terms of power reactors, the old approach 1
,'

2 used to be that when a U.S. company sold a reactor outsido

3 the country, then they produced exactly the same reactor ,

1

4 with exactly the snac instrumentation that they provided for !

5 American utilitics. The only difference was that in the

6 control room the plates on the instruments worc in actric i

7 units as opposed to having the conventional unit platos. i

8 Have any of the universitics that you arc' |

9 accociated with this conversion to metric, in terms of
,|

10' operating'the reactor, simply by placing now plates on your.

(

11 instruments? i
,

1
'

j sf^ 12 MR. DIMECLIO: First of all, that question

| \ 13- really hasn't been faced because the roscarch reactor i

|L
14 community has not had, until recently, the funds for equip- '

15 ~ mont replaconent on a -- or cycn'rolabelling on a largo

-16 scalc, but it is something that's being discussed now

17 because there arc some programs in placc which might provido.
L

L 18 money for now instruments.
1

19 And so, this is something which is being

| 20 discucced now in the community. And I don't think thoro

21 really is a consoncus as there has not been much discussion,

22 but the general attitudo of the committoo -- of the

23 community, which I sensed when I was preparing my presenta-

L 24 tion for today, is that metric is the way. And so, I would

/'' 25 cxpcot that to be implomonted when they go out and begin to

Q}
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chango cquipment and where it would bo the appropriate time1 -

o 2 to relabol or to rescalo some of the instruments.
It just hasn't been dono on a largo scalo in3

the roncarch reactor community, and so it's not really4
L -

5 possibic to answer that,
>

i

i 6 MR. WEISS: Our next speaker is Uri Cat from

7- Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Ho's the Matric coordinator.
,

He'c been Motric Coordinator at University of Ecntucky.8-

He's bocn'puching metrico for longer than anyonc clsci Mc's.
9

First Vice Chairman of the ASPM working on the 380 standard.10

11 Ho'c talked to you a number of timos already.

|' 12 MR. CAT: Thank you.

I have two corrections to mako. Numbcr onc,
N~~/- 13

thero is at least onc person here that I know for cure has ,

14

bcon pushing metrico longer than I and I havo-1carned a lot15

from him and maybe got some of my initiation from him, and16

17 I'm not supposed to name him.
The other thing is sitting next to Frances18

hero, I was reminded that my accent is not Southern19

Appalachian but New England or Rhodo Island since I was born20

in Jerusalom, but ha may explain that later when ho coco the21

22 similarity.

I was asked to talked about the SI in academic23

and roccarch institutions, and a lot of it will bc24

repetitive because things have bocn said quito a few tinoaJ/~'N, 25
I iV'
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2. We have mentioned galoro that publications ~in
,

3 scientific arcas, practically all of them require SI. Therc
'

4 arc a few' islands horc and there that will tolcrato dual
5 units,'and there arc very, very few, one of them being

6 heating, ventilating, and air conditioning that still kilow

'

7 you to usc non-SI.

8 I'm montioning that because this is the onc

9 arca whero the entire expertisc of the enginccring uso to

10 say it was dependent on the fact that the units arc confused ,

L

11 because these peoplc herc -- our encrgy comes in kilocalor-

sf 12 ics, which arc confusing by themselves. The sun out there

i 13 comes in Btu's per squarc foot. Thesc things come in watts,
,,

14 Thorc arc things that'como in horno powcr. And by the time

15 hc-calculates the air conditioning, wherevor it comes from,

.16 it goes in tons. And by the timo hc' installs it, he needs

17 to convert it back to kilowatts.

18 And the entiro expertisc is the conversions.

19- And if you avoided that, if you had everything coming in

20- watts, then all you'd nood is a third grado education to add

21 them up and maybc put in a factor for the efficiency. I'm a

22 little bit oxaggerating, but not much.

23 The world is SI and scienco and acedcmia is

24 perhaps the arcas which are most international. Those arc

1 25 the arcas in which we have dealt with practically overyonc

U~%-<
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1 including the Russians and the Chinosc and behind the Iron

2 ' Curtain =and whatever. So, the common languago there is, '

3- without any doubt, SI. And sinec this languago.was created
,

4 for the solo purpose of being an up-to-dato, stato-of-the-
-

.-

5 art language of measuromonts, it is obvious, it comes

6 naturally to use that in the arca of academia.

-7 Purthermoro, there is really no other units,

8 and that was acntioned also a couple of timos. Thero-is no
|-

L - 9 inch. The inch is defined as 25.~4 millimotors. There arc i
1

'10 no -- thcro is no other system any more, and when you como

I

11 to academic rescarch, particularly in the nuclear arca,

. f- (U) 12 you're talking about accuracy of the kind that is not
! \

(s / 13 availabic in any other system. You could not -- you cannot

14 really exprcos atomic dimensions in inches or in foot,

15' yards, furlongs or whatever other units you want to como up

16 with. So, it's almost a requirement in academia in most

17 arcas.

18 And we havo heard that oven in the nuclear

'19 arca whero, and I'll como back to that a little lator, therc

20 is an interfacc. You start the physics in notric, not very

21 good SI, but metric. And then some placo you switch over

22 and the not result is that you have a confusion there.

23 We've gotten used to it and we live with it.

24 And I'm now beginning to work on a reactor,

25 and I'll mention that, you can soc that it spatcc (ph.), but;,'~Nr
'

(
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1 when you interfaco betwcon -- try to interfaco betwcon the

2 physics guy who do the core calculations and the guys who do

3- tho enginocring,-you have a real problem. We are awarc of

4 it and wo havo gotten used to paying the penalty, but

5 neverthclcss, it.cxists. .-

|

6 Communications arc clear only in SI. And wo *

7 havo heard enough about Chernobyl, but Oak Ridge was-

D 8 responsible for accumulating the data bacc that came out of
1'

9 Chernobyl. And, if you recall at the very beginning, no
,

10 data came out of Russia and it came out of all countrica

11 around it, Finland, Sweden, Cormany, Italy and a whole bunch

12 of Austria. And it is unbelievable what all happened in7-q(

L (_j 13 thoro because on top of the-question of the units came the
I-
|-- 14 -problem of rcal mistakes whero poopic were giving you
|-

15 cxposurcs in bocquerol por squarc meter, or people werc |

16 giving you some other units of contamination in rods and
|

.17 rcms and in sioverts.

18 And partially what happened thoro, where the

19 people who put the data into data bases, just took the data '

.-

20 as it was, which means that it was called "cxposure."

21 Nobody looked at the unit. And you have numbers there that

22 deviate by many, many orders of magnitudc. Initially the

23 data' base was not very uccful because of thoso extrcmc

24 deviations, lot along numcrical crrors that wcro in thorc,

j'~i ~ 25 lot along questions of accuracy and averaging and so on.g
-

(
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1 Hany poopic were convinced, as a result of

2 those Chernobyl events, which excluded, by the way, items

not only radiation items,-items like temperaturo, wind:t

velocity,'how far it will go and where it will go. :Tho4

5 whole reporting.that was associated with that, the not

6 result was that many,_many peoplc are now convinced that

7 this.is the way to-go. That docsn't make them less

L 8 reluctant to changc. They would like.for cvoryonc to go to

H 9 their system, whatever it is. But the nocd to.go to a|

singular system across the world, and thcro is no doubt in|-
10 iL

anyone's mind that the only onc you can go to is SI. .

11 I

Schools and universitics arc a mixed bag, and, gg-k( 12
And I'd

x, 11 3 we'vc just hcard that wo got all kinds of things.
s

just like to -- my personal experience, we ontortain duringL 14

summer periods, students usually betwoon their junior and15

16 senior year to do work. And a couple of years ago I had a

student from VPI who was, she was a girl, and she was really17
| versed in SI, I mean bottor than I although I've been really18

19 in that thing. And besides the fact that she was a very

good enginocr and did'cxeclient work, when she got work to20

do, and the data baco, the incoming data, she worked on a21

modern sort reactor, the U.S. reactor, she had to design.' 22

The first thing she did with the incoming data !
'

23

base was convert it all to SI, did all her calculations in24

SI, and then at the procentation at tho.ond, peoplc asked
| 25g.,

I *

(
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1 that she give also equivalents in other units. . So, what sho-

2 did, ,hc converted at the end, at the tail ond, and it kind

3' of surprised me too.

4 Wo have a generation that is coming up, but
r-

L 5 what wo do, the first thing, is beat it out of them'when

p 6 they como start working for us. And'this is the big fallacy~

..; - 7 of trying to lot that go for a generation. It won't happen -

1'

| 8 unicos we have somo kind of a guidance that it's going to

9 happen.

10 Talking about rescarch institutions, and I'm
1

11 talking primarily about -- I do have knowledge about most
,

12 national laboratorics. Onc of the things that I served on i,-_I
(
>. ,/ 13 is on the Motrication Committoc of the IMOG, which may givo(

14 you a clue where I learned my first SI. I'm of bcing an

15 -Interagency Mctric -- Mcchanical Operating Group for tho <

L

16 weapons laboratorios.
,.

17 And one of their big problems was how to'

1'

18 transfor weapons so there would be no misunderstandings

19 betwcon labs, because if you go to the conventional system,

L 20 thistic not the system. You can got it from one place in

21 inches and from another place in foot in inchos and this

22 requires conversion. It's another one of those fallacios.

23 The only one that docon't require conversions is if you go

24 SI.

f sc '25 All tho inspection in weapons labs is donc in
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1 SI for a long, long timo. That's what's left over from the

2 previous round. ,

3- But, coming to where wo arc right now, and I'm .!
!

4 talking.mostly about the national labs,.not the weapons |

5 labs, the attitudo is paper is tolcrant and the editors wo
finally succccded, for cxamplo, R&L to require that_in6

7 publications and the publications themselves rcquire that j
|

8 from tho SI. So, peoplo do the conversion usually at tho

9 cnds. And you don't sco a probica any moro. You don't hcar
!

| 10 a prob 1cm.

From time to timo you got a question that I ji 11

12 told some guys here yesterday, a guy will call me and say
'

o g--J .

s- 13 "Your metric gives no troublo. I have to havo my Btu's and
4s

| I'm looking in your notric guide," at the time it was Motric-14

15- Practico Guide, "and I find Btu's in thoro. Which onc |

|

! 16 should I ucc?" And of course, and they differ by as much as

17 5 porcent.
,

3

18 And I said, "Hoy, you're a funny guy you.

19 That's not a conversion question. Which Btu did you use?

20 And I'm willing to bot, without socing your Work, that you

21- have at least throc significant figures in therc. And, if

22 co, you must know which Btu to use."

23 So, the issuc that wo attribute to SI is not

24 always that insuc. The issue is very often embcdded and it

r''Ng 25 only comes out when we talk about SI.
( n

\- / (
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|4 . hich brings no to the ncxt point and that isW1

2 an interface with hardwarc. We'vc heard that a lot hero

3- today. When'it comes to hardwarc, that's anchorod in

4 concretc and in stcol. You can't change that. You can do

5 soft conversions, howcVer, the engineering community has

6 been very, very reluctant to chango and basically has not

7 changed. We have tried at 1 cast now projects to bring them

8 - up in'SI, as Ruby said " born in SI" when there are now ,

9 . projects.
1

10 And there is onc specific onc that I would

) 11 'liko.to mention that we havo missed the boat. Thcro arc add i'

'

L

' J[\i 12 .on in buildings.- Nobody had any previous knowledgo about>-
fo

[ \s / L 13 that lssuc throc or four ycars ago. And for some reason

L 14 that boats-me, forevor I will not undcratand, somebody camo

15 up with curies-per litor. Tho'numbcrs in becquerel per

16 cubic' motor would have boon much niccr, much casicr to

17 understand. It's not millicuries por some litors or some

18 horribly complicated. And nobody -- just think yourselves

19 back. When you start a new arca, you learn the numbers'

20 whichevor they arc. Now it's beginning to be a littic too

21 lato becauso alrcady we have it in some 3cgislaturcs and in

22 support programs and what have you. Now again it's a

23 conversion iscuc. So, now projects, if we can and we've

24 tried internally.

25 Another big issue is the issue of "they will' (~'Nf
'%.)
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1 not understand." One of the major reasono that I am on many

2 of theco committecs is to kind of present the radiation |
,

3 units and the cncrgy units and I'vc mentioned the Btu's, but !'
J

4 there are about 50 cncrgy units in uso, and I mentioned

5 thoco MVAC, the ton of which is for refrigeration, the ton

6 of TNT. There ar5 about 50 of them, barrcl of oil, tons of'

7 coal, and there arc about 150 total. I had a slido herc |
|

i 8 which shows many of thosc.

| 9 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Uri, I just noticed that

i i

| 10 you have about seven clides and wo arc on the second one. )
'

11 Is thcro any chance that we could accolcrato it a littic? i

12 MR. GATt I'll accciorato and I'm not going tog ~4'|

i.! '

stay that long on the others. |\ 13 1
,

1

14 So, on now projects we really need to go to

15 now stuff.
1

16 Existing hardwarc is a big issuc, and as I j

17 , said, I'm beginning to work on a reactor, the high flux
1 18 icotopo reactor and all thn documentation, the hardwarc

| 19 documentation is in Englich. And another thing and that is1

20 the safety related. Nobody will darc chango any of tho

|- '21 documentation now because it may have some safety
)

22 implications that may be really scrious. )

23 SI Progress and regrocs. I think in order to j

!

mako progross vc nocd guidanec and coordination, and of the24

kind wc'vc heard, wo nood to know whero wc'rc going. We at |
,

''h 25)[V;y'

p
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1 ORNL have converted, at one point in tino about ten years
,

:

; 2 ago, in radiation to reporting in SI units. And it vann't

|

3 my doing. It was someonc cisc. Unfortunately they didn't

4 consult with me. And the first reaction wo got was from

5 theorios that absolutoly go back and we're still fighting

6 that attitudo. We must have guidance and coordination. It

7 cannot, particularly on the icgal related aspects, and
!

8 that's why it's so important to have the 10crR donc so that

it will at least to1crato SI for theco who want to do it.9

I mentioned the safety aspect before and thet
'

10

11 cconomic aspect is we've heard that a couple of times today.

j s[ 12 That if we don't do it in a coordinated fashion, then it's

13 going to bc very expensivo. If wo do it in a wc11 planned .

|ss
(
l 14 and coordinated fashion, my suggestion and in some cases in

15 cxamp2cs where we have actually donc it. Wo have the largo |
|

16 core tcst fucility which was e, national program. Portions ]

|
17 of it went SI and tnero was no impact whatsocycr on the'

1

18 cconomy. They had a good excuso because the coils from

19 othcr countrics came in SI in actric.

20 That was covered galoro. I just want to kind j

of summari:o the advantages for academic applications: is
21

of cource the simplicity associated with that, few mistakes,22 1

the cohcronce of the system which was discussed quito a bit,23

and that is a very important factor, and again it has24

implications for safety, the fact that it is decimal, ther~'N 25
!, )(.
%/

4
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1 came an our nuscrical system.

2 It's not ambiguous, and that's somothing that

3 has not been mentioned before. The symbols are unique and
|

4 they are the same in cvory language. They arc interna-

5 tional. They are symbola not abbreviations, and therefore

6 there arc no place for nietakcs again. It has advantage

7 from an NRC point of view, fewcr mistakcc, better safety.

8 And of courco, they arc interdisciplinary

9 which in most important, and that is the moct important

10 factor in science again and in academia becauco this ic

11 where the pcopic deal in the disciplinary.

f-J 12 Nhat you've heard the opposition on no need to

13 change is always in restricted arcan where you arc, what I
m,

14 call an end user of unito. You can live with any units. My

15 wife cooks and she has a cup which is not a cup and not a

16 fraction of a liter or whatever, and che unca that. And her |

17 grandmother told her that you take three quarters of that

18 and half of'cugar and so on and it comcc out a perfect cake
4

19 cycry timo. I don't know what she'll do when that cup will

20 break, but I gucos any cup will do. So, if you're an ond

21 uscr, you don't manipulato the units. You could uso any

22 units. In horco raccc you'd still uso furlongs. I don't

|

23 ' know how many of you know what a furlong ic.

24 To SI or not to SI, go SI or not go SI. SI dc

('' ,e 25 here to stay. We've heard that galoro. Other units arc

,
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1 based on SI which in coming to the accuracy question. Therc
1

2 is a real probica when you como to other units, and some of

3 it was mentioned yectcrday.

4 I think the cacicst way to go SI is to phaco ]

5 out non-SI and to do that.on a planned coordinated basis. ]
1

6 SI is simpic, cohcrent, and enhances safety, competitivo- '

7 ness, undcratanding and progress. And that is important and
l

8 that's part of the compctitiveness. We arc making mighty
|

9 few progreco. Moct of the new stuff is coming from abroad )
|

10 and to facilitato progrecc wc must ucc state-of-the-art

11 technology and SI is part of that stato-of-tho-art

; g 12 technology.

13 Thero are como cpecial iscuco that arc

14 accociated with our academia and rescarch, and these arc the
l

15 standardo in SI. I mentioned some of that beforc and I'll

16 mention it very brictly. The cicetron volt and the barn arc

17 units that are not strictly SI depending on what you call

18 SI, howcycr, they arc in cuch a uido une and they arc
!

19 permitted by the CCPM, the International Treaty of the Motor j

20 if you want which is implcmonted by the CCPM, the conference i

!

21 Concralo Poir do Mcacuro (ph.) and need to be retained. So,

22 the terminology is very important and I pointed that out in

23 a couple of questions yesterday.

24 The health phycles units have been discussed J

25 cnough co that I don't need to mention them again,
,

k
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1 I do want to mention one specific issuc and,

\

2 that is the "R." The "R" is a pure bad unit and it is

3 really a non-unit. If at all defined it's very poorly

4 defined. Some pcopic think it's a rocngen, some pcopic

5 think it's a rad and some poopic think it's a rem and so"c
|

6 peoplo think it's something new that is good for all of

7 thoso. And you find that among the experts, and you find

8 that in the literaturo, and you find that used totally wrong
in, I would darc say, most casco if not all because if onc9

)
guy has it wc11 defined, the others don't know what he10

11 meant.

The temperaturc is a littic bit a special12 ,( |

incue and we've heard today about going to celsius being.;
' 13

14 relatively cacy. The difficulty thoro is mostly that the
)

!conversion is not the factor but it is also shifted a littic !15

16 bit. One should carefully consider whether one wouldn't |

17 like to go to the Kolvin. Although it may not give you an

10 cycry day fooling, that would have significant advantagcc

19 from a scientific point of view.

I mentioned on several occasions before the j
20

21 accuracy and significant figurcs. Only SI with its prefixes 1
)

allows you to express accuracy and significant figurcs.22

And to kind of summarizo, the SI is23

24 progreccing slowly but inevitabic. We've heard that and I

was pleased to hear that that was practically the generalO. 25

I
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1 agreement by now. Internationally thic in the only accepted i

2 cystem. Prob 1cmo when interfacing with hardware and they ;
i

3 will pcraint for quite a while, and vc need planning and

4 coordination, and I hope this aceting hero will bring that

5 about.
.

6 That's all I havo.
,

7 MR. WEISS: Do we have any qucationc?

8 Zoltan, don't we have anything from you?
.

9 You're miccing thic onc?

10 CHAIRMAN ROS"TOCZY: No, I'm corry. I have to

11 paca thin tinc.

f 12 MR. WEISS: I gucca Zoltan is getting hungryp_
i V
( ,/' 13 co we'll sco if we can opcod things up.

i

14 our next speaker in Frank Di Mcglio. Frank,

15 his main claim to fame right now in he's Chairman of the

16 National Organi:ation of Tcat, Roccarch, and Training '

17 Reactors and he has bcon their Chairman throc previous tiaca

18 -and he is the current Chairman. His current work offort in

19 Director of the Rhode Island Atomic Encrgy Commiccion and

20 he'c also an adjutant profccoor of nuclear engineering at

21 the University of Rhode Island.

22 Frank.

23 MR. DIMECLIO: Thanks, Sy.
!

24 My comments were prepared recogni:ing that wo

(~'g 25 would be near the end of the program, and co many thingo
,

(s-
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1 that could have been said I accused would already have been

2 said and so these vill not appear in what I say.

3 Also, therc are copics of the formal presenta- q
1

4 tion, which is very short, I think out in the hallway for

5 those who arc interested.

6 I also will revisc my presentation based on

7 some of things that I've heard herc. So, I'm pleased to

8 participate in this workshop as a reprocentative of the

9 United States Non-Power Reactor community.

10 These reactors arc operated by the U.S.

11 Department of Energy, the Department of Commerec, Industry

12 and Universitics. Since tho United Statco Covernment ||M
agencies which operato non-power reactors will develop their13

14 own actric policies, my comments mainly concern tho ;

15 remaining reactors, copecially the university reactors.
In addition to the approximately 32 university16

type reactor licences, there are many by-product and special17

is nucicar material licensos at many additional facilitics or

19 institutions, that is those that don't run reactors,

20 including como by-product licensecs issued by agreement

21 statcc. Whilo not addressing these additional licensen

22 directly, I think my remarks in general will be applicabic.
All those institutions will be impacted by the23

24 motric act, the actric requirements of the Omnibus Trado and

Og 25 Competitiveness Act since most of them have grants from
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1

1 federal agencies such as the Depart =cnt of Encrgy or the

2 National Science Foundation and all deal with the NRC in
3 businoso activitics, or deal with an agrooment stato which

4 in turn must deal with the NRC.
i

5 Most of theco institutions arc in the businesc

| 6 of education and the metric system has bocn a part of their

7 teaching. All of the individuals at these institutions,

8 theco licenced institutions arc, of course, familiar with

9 the metric system, And while not always using the preferred

10 SI unitc, have in fact utilized onc form or another of the

11 metric cyctem in much of their work. They uupport the

(- 12 conversion to the metric cystem and I think I can cay this

13 becauco I called the Exocutive Committoo of the TRTR
1

14 organization and all of them support this statement that wc

15 cupport the conversion to the metric system.
|
<

16 But, now having said thic, that wo support the

17 convorcion, thcro remains the more important question of how

18 to impicment the change.

,19 The first group of reactors that I'd like to

20 talk about arc the current reactors. All theco current

21 reactors woro designed using the inch / pound cyctem, and

22 conversion for these existing facilitics will be clow and

23 probably never coupleto. Any back fit demands on these

24 reactors, copecially in the arcas of equipment, including

.
25 control system equipment, will simply mean that reactoro

\
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I will disappear. Back fit demando in paperwork would

probably not be as drastic, but it too would probably mean2

i

3 that some of the reactors will simply go out of business.

4 And theso facilitico will ncycr bc hard metric overall.

They can, however, be actric in some aspectc, and I'd liku5
<

6 to give a couplc cxampics of thosc. ,

Calculations at thoco facilitics have bcon a7

hybrid, with the neutronic calculations in actric and tho8

These calcu-
9 cngineering calculations in inch / pound system.

lations can casily be donc in metric with an occasional10

inch /paund equivalent reference until we develop a feci for11

12 the numbers. For examples, it will be a long tiac beforo I7-'(
13 realize that .0912 cubic motors per accond in 1,500 gallonc

--

a minute or that 4 times 10 to the minus 4 microcuries por14

15 cc is 1.48 tinca 10 to the 7th,

And I'd liko to stop and make an additional16

comment based on some of the things I heard hero today on17

18 this concentration. Thoro was a recommendation that maybc

in 10CFR, and now in particular Part 20, we have a dual19

I'd like to remind cycrybody that a number liko 420 nycten.

timos 10 to the minus 4 microcurics por cc is a result of a21

calculation donc by como international body where they took22

into offect standard man, body burden, biological half life.23

24 They came up with como number. It most cortninly was not 4

25 timos 10 to the minus 4. It was rounded to that number.
. ,/~'' (-

(
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1 So, to simply create a tab 1c which in onc instance says 4 |

2 times 10 to the minus 4 and in another instances says 1.48 ,

3 tincs 10 to 7 becquorcls per cubic acter makes no senso, *

4 because if they had donc the calculation in SI units, they

5 would not como up with the number 1.48 which is a ridiculous

6 numbcr to put into an MPC tabic.

7 The other unit that I had used here in my

8 littic exampic was 100 milliremo per hour. This iu .278
,

9 millinicvorts por second. The problem comes becauso wo

10 haven't addressed whether we're willing to take the hour as

11 the unit for doso rato. We've spoken a lot about donc but +

12 survey meters really road dosc/rato not doso. If wc're
,_,[1|

i r

( ) 13 willing to accept the hour as the unit of timo in a survey
,

14 motor, the conversion of a survey acter is automatic. The

15 scalco arc all one for onc. You simply split the docination
4

16 point and now say sicycrt, and that should be cacy to teach
,

17 pcopic, but we have to agrco to use the hour and not the

18 second in order to do that. And tno hour it, wo heard

19 yesterday, considered an acceptabic SI unit.J

20 Equipment replaccmonts now at this reactor

21 though would bc -- at this existing reactor, would be a

22 mixed bag. While we may specify motric for a replacement

23 primary pump, we probably won't be abic to buy that pump in

24 motric for the foresecabic future and thereforc will have to

25 buy something using inch / pound.7-ss

M
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I, in getting ready for this paper, I asked my\

'

1

2 cngincor last wcck. I simply said, to see his reaction, "We
i

3 have to replaco the primary pump. On the SI units arc
>

4 availabic'to you. What do you do?"

His responso was exactly what wo heard5

6 yestcrday. Enginccro all received the same training. "I'll

7 buy it in Europo for you." of course, that's not part of

8 the ground rules. And so, he produced a four pago document

for me to buy a pump trying to use the motric system, and of9

course, this is really totally unworkabic for an existing10

11 facility. And, even if you tried to do it, the pump

inevitably is a hybrid because it has to match existing
i s- 12

13 facilitics. And so, you have to have inch / pound units,
m,

14 inch / pound dimensions there somcwherc.

Metering and recording equipment replacements15

16 on the other hand, I think, arc a different situation. The

17 most difficult part of changing a temperaturc or flow

18 monitor and recorder to actric is the cducation of the staff

19 which interprets the data. We've hoard this beforc and I

20 think that is truc and some arc more difficult than others.

21 okay. Upgrading of existing reactors I think

22 until recently was probably not a big problem, but many of

you may know that the Dopartment of Encrgy -- well, not the23

Department of Energy but the U.S. Congress has recently24

passed 1cgislation, at the urgings of the rescarch reactor(''} , 25

N
I
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1 community which is providing money now for upgrades of

r

reactors, it's been funded to the tunc of $1 million dollars2 ,

3 this year. This is in the days of Cramm-Rudman, a brand new

program, and wo expect this program to grow over the years4

5 to somcwhere between $10 and $20 million dollars. ,

This means thoro will be money for now control6
.

7 systems to upgrade our reactors. Thorc will bc money for

8 new equipment. And so, I think this is an important

9 consideration. But I also think that upgrados on the

cxisting reactors will probably not differ much from the10

situation for existing reactors aircady described, since the11

12 new equipment, again, has to interface with cxisting equip-
f('~#
f' 13 ment and that always makes the job morc difficult.

New facilitics I think will be notric,14:

capccially if thcro is an examplo set by the Fodcral Covern-15 ;

16 ment in projects like the advanco neutron sourec, the new
I think

17 production reactor, SDI, and the super collider.
' basically what vc're saying is that if the government is18

; really serious about this and the advanced neutron source in19
| not built metric, I think they'll lose their credibility.20

21 And the same is true of the new production roactor. If the
,

22 government resources arc not largo enough to produce a

production reactor in actric, I don't sco how they can think23

that the universitics resources arc largo onough to convert24

[~\r 25 or to begin the conversion process to their reactors.
^\
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1 Metrication of these major federal projests,

2 along with the work of the Department of Dcfenso in
|

- 3 preparing military standards in actric could provide back-

4 ground for the operators in these university research ]
5 reactors, especially in new facilitics.

6 I'd like to discuss just two other facilitics

7 which arc important to the operators of the non-power

8 reactors. The first issuo is that of dualing with the NRC

9 without a mountain of paper work. We've heard some

10 cxamples. I'd like to present a couple more examples. For

11 cxamplo, cycn if the technical specifications in a reactor

f 12 use Fahrenhcit degrocs, in othcr words, the limits in
,

i,
i 13 temperatures arc all in the tech specs and their designated

14 as Fahrenhcit degrecs, this acans tho.t you would, at lcast

15 now, would be measuring and cotting all your safety limits

16 based on Fahrenhcit. It should be possible to convert this :

I 17 to Celsius degrecs without prior approval of the NRC. Morc

18 important, it should be possible to chango e.onc inch bolt

19 to a 25 millinctor bolt, overything else being equal,
t

20 without prior approval of the NRC.

I 21 For this typg of actrication wc envision

22 something like a 50.59 chango with perhaps sonc kinds of
.

23 limits sot in advance of what can be donc in this arca.
24 Finally there is the matter of the radiation ,

,

25 units, and I'vc already touched on that a littic bit. Most

v,
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1 peoplc now have thoughts of the Curic, the roongen, which I
.

2 think is a perfectly respectable unit. I've scen many

3 definitions of the rocngen which arc acceptable and make
'

4 senso for exposure dosc. And I also admit there is plenty
i

5 of confusion on it, though. Most pcopic have thoughts that

6 the Curic, the rocngen, and the rem and the rad as neutral

7 units belonging in neither the inch / pound nor the actric
J

I

8 system cxclusively. Until very recently, all countrics and'

9 most international committoco have used theco units, j

I

10 The public discuccion concerning the proposed
'

changos in 10CTR up until at least the very present have all11
I' bcon based on the rotention of existing units. More and J

g '( 12

13 more, however, SI units arc appearir.g at international
!

14 mootings and in international reports. These are radiation

15 units. If SI units prevail, and I personally have no

probicm with that, even though thoro are many problems to bc16
1

17 overcomo, the technical community will adjust. I have no

18 doubt that my cporators, for example, can convert to

19 sicvorts por hour with very little difficulty. The public,

20 however, is another situation. They arc only now beginning

21 to undcratand radiation in the current units. To obtain

22 . cvon this marginal public understanding by the public in tho
,l

23 now units I think will require considerabic timc.

24 That's what I have formally to say.
p

25 KE. WEISS: Okay. Thank you. Do we have any
j''Nr

f_ f
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1 questions or comments?

2 I guess overybody is awfully hungry. )
3 Before vc -- oh, yes. Go ahcad. |

4

4 MR. STANCLER: Marlow stangler from FEMA.

5 I agree with you, Frances, that the rocngen is

6 wcll defined. It's a certain amount of ionization that )
(

7 affects the volume of air or quantity of air if you want to. j

8 measure it in grams. Tho' prob 1cm is the pcopic that use it |

9 make a mistako. And the other probicm is that the rocngen,

10 which is abbreviated "R," is very similar to rem and rad. )

11 The rad is radiation absorbed desc; the rcm is rent and f

c 12 equivalent man (ph.) and pcopic throw the three together.
,--

I Now, for most gamma radiation, the poopic13'

14 measure with a survey acter which really is an exposurc

15 motor, an exposure rate actor. It really measures exposure

16 rather than dose, but it measures the exposure quite

17 accurately. And it's not the survey acter's fault, it's the

18 poopic that are using it and confusing it.
Now, for gamma r'adiation and x-rays of high19:

cnough cncrgy and if the instruments are properly built,20

21 casentially we have a one-to-onc ratio between the roengen,

22 the rad, and the rcm. The probicm is when we start

23 measuring things other than those defined energy Icycis of

gamma radiation or real low energy x-rays or other types of 724

''g 25 health physics radiation like alphs or beta particles. For

'V1
(
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1 cxampic, onc rad of health radiation would probably be about

2 10 -- no more like 20 rems of in terms of damago to a
!
'

3 person. I'll admit the alpha particle is primarily an

4 internal probica and most pcopic hero probably don't have to
i

5 acacure it.

6 But, I was also going to ask Lawrenec, I
,

7 guess, what dual unit -- or what the dual unit is that ho

8 put on the acter and what kind of radiation you're

9 mcacuring. Ic it gamma radiation? '

10 MR. RUBY: It would bc.

11 MR. SPANCLER: Okay. If you'vc got gamma

12 radiation then it's no problem. You could put a sicvert
*.c(

( 13 unit on it. But, if you'vc got other radiation units that

14 you're going to be acacuring, a nievert io not the proper

15 choice becauce that'c equivalent to the rcm and really you

16 would need to go to a coulomb por gram or kilogram on the
i

| 17 motor dial.

18 MR. DIMEGLIO: First of all, I think the first

l
19 part, if I can kind of go in hero, the first part of your

,

:

20 question, the confusion cxicts now only becauco R, rcm, rad,

21 rep or anything cisc you want to take from history all begin

22 with "R" and all sound alike.

| 23 MR. SPANGLER: Right.

24 MR. DIMEGLIO: You can get the sano kind of

25 confusion with sicvert and gray.

7s(/

- (_-(
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1 MR. SPANGLER: And maybe worsc.

2 MR. DIMECLIO: The only reason why thoro

3 probably won't be the confusion is because the nancs arc so |
'

4 vastly different. No one is going to say " sievert" when
i

S they mean " gray," but poopic will frequently say "R" when

6 they mean "rcm." The only unit that you really use in the

7 field is the rcm, and that involvcs a quality factor.

8 MR. SPANCLER: Right.

9 MR. DINEGLIO: Okay? You uso rcm. When you

10 work around a reactor, cinec you can acacuro neutrons and

11 ' you can measurc botas, and you can moacuro alphas, if you're
|

| 7-~(. 12 talking about uranium, you use the rcm all the tinc.

k,) 13 And so, I don't think there is really any

14 confusion. It is just the fact that they all begin with "R"

15 and so pcopic lump them all and they say "R" when they

|
16 really mean " rem."

17 MR. SPANGLER: But I think wc've bocn using it

18 right in the --

19 KR. CAT: Oh, but thoro is a disagrcement. Ho

20 said that the unit you use in the fic1d is rocngen all the

21 timo and you say Icm.

22 MR. DIMECLIO: That's because hc deals -- he's

23 from civil defonso and ho deals with other things.

24 MR. CAT: But --

['" r 25 MR. DIMECLIO: The unit you uso in the field,
'
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1 if the field happens to be a nuclear reactor, is rcm.
'

2 If the unit you use in the field, if the field

3 happens to be after an atomic bomb blast, is R becauco he's

4 dealing exclusively with gamma rays and he's dcaling

5 cxclusively with the effect in soft tissue. So, overything

6 beconcs onc and it docan't matter whether 30u say R, rom.

7 Probably say rad or rcm, but no one would make any -- it

8 wouldn't make any difference.

9 MR. STANCLER: But you can call it a rom only

10 becauco you have a wcll defined field of radiation that

11 you're acacuring, radiation energy.

12 MR. DIMECLIO: You always call it a rcm. Thep,_ [
k 13 quality factor beconca one.

14 MR. STANGLER: Right. As long as quality

15 factor one your gray and your sicverts arc alike.

16 MR. DIMECLIO: Yeah, but also now.

17 MR. STANGLER: But if the quality factor

18 varies --
i

19 MR. DIMECLIO: You can also call it a rca now

i 20 is what I'm saying.
1

21 MR. STANCLER: 5'os .

22 MR. DIMECLIO: And you're always right.

23 MR. STANGLER: If you have a quality factor j
'

i
'

24 onc, right.

25 MR. DIMECLIO: Which you do have for x-rays.
| g-xg

I
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1 MR, STANCLER: Right. |

:

2 MR. DIMECLIO: And gamma rays.

3 MR. STANGLER: Right.

'

4 MR. CAT: But not truc for the rocngen and the

;

5 rem. Onc, only to onc significant figuro. There's a 17
,

6 percent difference betwocn the rocngen and the rcm even with ,

7 quality factor onc.

8 MR. STANCLER: But wo don't know the offects

9 of radiation on peopic any more accuratcly, which is another
|10 probica.

11 MR. CAT: In thcory, zero.
P

,-~[ 12 MR. STANCLER: Right.
>

!
( ,/ 13 MR. WEISS: Okay. Beforo wc take our lunch .

14 break wc havo one more two minuto prcsontation.
,

;-

15 I kind of alluded to the human factors concern

16 and we have a gentleman from the NRC's human factors branch

17 in the offico of roscarch and hc would like to tako a couplc

18 of minutes, Jerry Wachtc1, and talk to us a littic bit.

19 MR. WACHTEL: Thanks, Sy.

20 I promisc to take only two minutos.

21 I wanted to got you all when you werc Ican and

22 hungry rather than stuffed and complacent after lunch.

23 As Sy said, a number of speakers both '

24 yesterday and today have alluded to the human factors issucs

25 that confront us hero, but we h-vnn't ros11y addressed it inf ^sf
(
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1 detail and I just wanted to take those two minutes to

2 sensitize some of you to some of the issues that wc're ,

!

3 concerned about.

4 While this logislation and this bill may be a ;

5 Trado and Compctitiveness Act, I think we need to keep in

6 mind that NRC's primary mission is protection of the public

7 health and safety. And whatever policy may ultimately bc
'

8 adopted by the NRC and the nucicar industry, and however

9 that policy is ultimately impicmented, the impact on the
t

10 people who must make the system work is really critical,

11 I just want to name a few areas in which the

12 human factors concern may be expressed. One is equipment
('Aq',

(,.j) 13 design and ucc. Not only equipment in control rooms, but

14 equipment used for maintenance, instrumentation, operations,

15 ctc.

16 Another which was discunst.d somcwhat yesterday

17 is communications. Communications not only between

18 licensoco and the NRC but between the United States govern-
'

19 ment and foreign governments in the event of some accident

20 of major proportions. Communications among different

21 organizations who must respond to cmcrgencics of one kind or

22 another.

23 Even in the ficld of nuclear medicino, commu-

24 nications betwoon physicians and pharmacios in specifying

fr N,.- 25 proscriptions we have scen a lot of data about crrors in
\
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1 communications in filling nucicar medicine prescriptions.

2 Another arca is training of personnel. We'vc

3 talked about that quito a bit and I won't go into any

4 details about that.

5 Another very big arca is procedurcs and

6 operator aids that are used, espccially cacrgency

7 procedurcs.

8 Another that's hardly been discussed, cxcept

9 perhaps very briefly yesterday, in the qucation of

10 simulators. Plant referenced, high fidelity c.imulators used

11 for training of nucicar power plant operatorst simulators

( 12 used in nuclear medicino and their fidelity to the equipment

V 13 that has to be operated.'

14 Another issuc is the incuc of operator
'

15 licensing and licenscs. In nuclear power plants we incue

16 plant specific licenses to operators, but routinely we givo

27 multiple unit licensos. There are a number of plants around

f 18 the country with two units or throc units, and cycn though ,

19 those units arc almost never identical, we will issuc dual

20 unit or tripic unit licensco to poopic.
|

Mc have a lot of data that indicates crrors21

22 being made by a licensed operator in going from unit onc to

23 unit two becaunc of small differences. And we think about

24 the impact of metrication and changes. We have to keep

|
25 those kinds of iscucs in mind.

.A]-
|

{|

t
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1 Advances in eo=puter power, artificial

2 intelligence, expert systems are increasingly coming into

3 uso particularly in the design of advanced reactors and

4 control rooms. We are increasingly socing computers in uso

5 in nuclcar medicinc. We have some rescarch under way right

I6 now about the human crrors in telotherapy, brachytherapy
7 (ph.), and use in treatment planning computcrs in nuclear

8 medicino.

9 The data that we have got availabic to us, not

10 only in the nuclear industry but in many other industrics,

11 highway transportation, aviation, maritime, military all,

|

| ( 12 seem to indicate that upwards of 60 percent of all accidents
I m

} 13 arc not due to equipment failuro. They're due to human

14 crror. Depending upon what reporto you road, those numboro

15 go as high as 80 or 90 perecnt. Wo may have to tako some of

16 it with a grain of salt, but the fact remains that human

17 crror is increasingly the major problem because the equip-

. 18 ment is getting better and better all the time. .

19 So, unlocs wc consider the human factor very

20 carly in this proccas, I think we run the risk of enormous
.

,

21 costs on the human sido of this transition, and a greater

L 22 risk of crror throughout the industry, especially throughout

! 23 the transition prococo that may inevitably have to take
:

24 placc.

. 25 Thank you.

'(U)|
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1 MR. WEISS: Do wo have any questions or
l

2 commento?

3 Abc. j

4 MR. FISS: One short qucation for Doctor

5 Wachtcl. In recent years Canada and Croat Britain have

6 converted to motric using an approach that was fairly

7 draconian from what I've obscrved.

8 Have you got any information on the human

9 factora impacts of those conversions in terms of both their
,

10 ccientific and industrial fields and general public

11 acceptance and public crror and accident ratcc and so forth

,,f" 12 so a result of that kind of conversion.

( 13 MR. WACHTEL: I don't think we have any hard'

14 data. We've got a lot of anecdotal data. And the anecdotal
,

15 data that wo have indicatcc that thoco draconian acacurco

16 cocm to be a better way to go in terms of the human responce

17 than the long drawn out transition proccos.

18 We're in the process now of gathering como

19 more of that data for some specific arcas of rescarch wc're

20 involved with, particularly advanced control rooms in which

21 the Canadianc arc way ahead of us. We'rc trying to learn

22 from them and learn how they did it, but they've been pretty

| 23 succcccful at it.

24 MR. WEISS: Okay. I think that's it for thic

- 25 morning.
iv
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1 Zoltan, arc you taking us all out to lunch?
l

2 (Laughtcr)
i

t

3 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Yes,
f

4 Thank you, Sy. I think that completes our
i

5 nocond occcion today. Wo havo onc more last on wanto |

6 management, and that one in scheduled to start at 1 30,

7 That would givo un about one hour and ten minutco for lunch.
.J

8 I hope that is sufficient. |

9 So, I hope to acc all of you back here at 1:30

10 for the last seccion.
|

11 Thank you.

f 12 Off the record.

C')\ *'L,
1

14 i

15 f

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (Timo noted: 1:35 p.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: On the record.

4 Ladics and genticmon, we arc ready for our

5 last scocion of this two day workshop. This last acccion is

6 dedicated to wasto management.

7 And under wasto management we would like to
|

8 discucc both high icvol and low 1cyc1 wacto management. So,

9 any comments, cuggcations, or questions that you have in I

10 that arca will be appropriate for thic acccion. |

l

11 Wo would like to introduco Jim Shaffncr who !
l

i f 12 will bc our modcrator of thic acccion. And hc's a Project I

! f ~x 1() 13 Manager in our low lovel wacto division.

14 Jim.

15 MR. SHAFFNER: Thank you, Zoltan.

16 If.I may be co procumptuous, I think I'd like

17 to cort of chango the name of the occolon and call it pot
I

18 pourri cince I'll talking primarily about low Icvol wasto

19 management. I know Earl is going to be talking about tranc-

20. portation incuco that I think go beyond wacto managcmont, j

21 and I don't believe we have anybody from the NRC who'c going

22 to be talking about high level. I will try to cover it as

23 boat we can with the pcopic that are here.
l

24 First of all, I'd like to vc1como and commend

rw 25 thosc of you who came back this afternoon to listen to como-
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1 body talk about wacto management rather than partake of our

2 great Washington Metropolitan arca weather, or I gucas more

3 correctly Baltimoro Metropolitan arca weathcr. This 13, by

4 the way, typical of the arca for this time of year, for

5 those of you who como from other parts of the country.

6 (Laughtcr)

7 I'll bc giving a few remarks, as I caid, in

8 the arca of low levol vacto management. As I lictoned -2

9 could I have the clido that introduces me so I feel

10 comfortabic with my namo up there? I'll be giving a few

11 introductory remarks in the arca cf low level waste manago-

| I' 12 ment with the full realization that we arc at the back cnd
| O
i) 13 of the fuel cycle as voll an at the back cnd of this

14 conferenco, and there is very littic that has been Icft

i

15 unsaid for no to cover, I think, just to maybe bring home a J

16 few of the pointo that worc made by other speakcro from the .

J

| 17 perspectivo of the arca of low 1 cycl vasto management.
| '

18 As I was listening to the other speakorc I was;

19 trying to think of a fcw of the deltas that might be !
!

20 nosociated with the low 1 cycl wasto program. And the

21 primary one that I came up with ic, for rencons I'll explain

i
22 a littic bit later, we happen to be in the unique position

'

23 that the commercial low level wacto program in this country

24 is going under a period of transition that is roughly 4

25 coincident with the transition that wc're talking about at-s

GA
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1 this conforcnce.

2 And that is, wc're going, pursuant to the Low

3 Level Waste Management Policy Act and Amendments Act passed
)

4 in this decade, we are going into a transition from a few |

|
5 sites that have been operating historically in the past to

|

supposedly a now suito of sitos, disposal sitos that will6

7 conc on linc in the ncxt decado.

8 May I have the next slido, pleasc. I think ]

9 those of un in the low icyc1 wasto program of course assumo j
i

that we arc the center of the universo and the sun and tho |
10- |

11 stars revolve around us. But, I think it might be a fair |
. assumption that some of you are not intimately familiar with( f-( 12

the commercial low level waste program in this country, and'

13

14 therefore I thought perhaps a few remarks in background |

15 might be in order.

First of all, the potentially impacted
J16

17 cntitics arc what you might expect: The waste generators, |

which pretty much include the entire population of poopic18

who deal in radioactivo materials; people who transport the 1
19

wasto from the generator or the broker to the disposal sito;20

the peopic that handic broker and procccc radioactive wastc;21

22 the disposal site operators themselvos. And it's on this
!group that I'll probably be focusing most of my remarks.23 !.

24 It's an arca that I'm most familiar with. The vendors that

provide the goods and services and expertisc that the otherO 25
1

1
' !
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1 pcopic in the industry rely on; and those of us who consider

2 ourselves wanto managora and regulators.

3 And I'd like to digrcos a moment on that arca !

4 to remind you that the low level waste program, or the low-

5 1 cycl waste in this country is regulated by the NRC but also i

6 in many cases by agreement states pursuant to Part 274(b) of i

7 the Atomic Encrgy Act.

3 Thereforc, we have the situation in como cases i

9 where we have dual -- and I'm not going to get into the area

10 of mixed wastc; that's a whole other issuc -- but just

11 speaking simplistically of Atomic Encrgy Act material, we

(* 12 have the situation of, in some cases, dual regulation of
[ \
( ) 13 radioactive material and the attendant implications that it

14 might have with converting to new units.
,

15 And the next slido, pleasc. As I allu6cd to

16 carlier, there arc currently three operating low 1cyc1 waste

17 -- commercial low lcyc1 wanto disposal sitos in the United .

18 Statcc. They're located in Boatty, Nevada; Barnwell, South

19 Carolina; and Hanford, Washington. The latter two, Barnwell
,

20 and Hanford are regulated both by the states in which they

21 resido, again pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, and also by

22 the NRC for sourco -- I'm corry, for special nuclear

23 material greater than critical mass quantitics.
,

24 As I put on this slido, two of thoso cites arc

25 destined to cloco in the beginning of 1993. The Hanforde se

Iu)
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1 sito is unique in that it will remain open and be a vastee
4

,2 site that goes into the so-called "new cra." Purauant to

3 the two Acts that I alluded to earlicr, there will be a
'

4 suito of new sitos that will be taking carc of wastes that

5 comes from low icvol wasto compacts throughout the country.

6 Now, th!s compacting process, for those of you

7 who aren't familiar with it, it has been an agoniz;rg

8 political process. And what it has lod to is the very i

9 likcly circumstance.that cvontually thcro will be anywherc
:

10 from cicven to fourteen new low level wasto sites in the

11- contiguous United States in the very diverse geography and

- ,- :kY 12 opening any timo betwcon 1993 and at 1996.
'

13 These sitos will likely be licLt.uod by
%_

14 agreement states and, of course, the agrecmont states must

15 have legislation and regulations that arc compatible with
} the NRC but not necessarily identical with those of the NRC.16 i

17 So, thereforo, we have a situation where in

18 the immediato circumstanco that we're discussing here, you

19 know, scratching our heads and saying: "How arc wo going to

20 look at the agrocment stato programs if they don't

21 identically adopt the units that we adopt? Or, you know,

22 should wo impose that as e requirement?" We have cortain

23 1cyc1 -- we navo levels of hierarchy in which we insist on

24 the adoption of our regulations.

25 May I have the next slido, ploacc. In the,/''%f-

bf
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1 area of regulatory'authori*.3, of cource this isn't now. Tho
_

hierarchy is statuto, regulation, licenac, and guidanco.2'

The statuto that I mentioned earlier is the Low Level Radio-L 3

h '
It's curious in that it does, in the only

4 activo Wasto Policy Amendments Act.
;

5

6 units that it has, it cpocifica allowablo volumes and

7 penaltics based on cubic foot of wasto. So, wc'd have to go

back and ask our catccmed political representatives, you8
L

1

know, to chango that for un or provido como clarification or1~ 9

cico we'll have to cit down and do the conversion ourselves.10

In the arca of regulation, of courac, you're11

_ . - 12 'wcll aware. Wo uso actually a curious dichotomy of units''

1 We socm to go with impunity back and forth betwcon the
_

i .3 now.

Englich and the SI unito in our -- and it varics in degrco14
o

15 from regulation to regulation it socmc. The curious c.1c
-

- 16' that I -- cxampic that I wanted to bring up was the

17 cituation of the license.
And I -- the next slido I -- this is actually18

,
* 19 the units-that I pulled out of the Wachington Stato licenco

LO for the Hanford low 1cyc1 waste site. And I just wont

23 through the licenso chronologically and pulled out the units

22 in that licence. And it givcc you a pretty good fool for,"

you know, how we mix our unito, so to speak, in thic23
_

- 24 business,

25 Hext slido, plcano. As far an impacts of
-

,

%
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1 metrication on the low level waste program, I think again

2 this gets back to some points that worc mado carlicr'today.

3 It depends primarily on the degroc and rigor of the imple-

4 montation and they can rango from very minor to far

5 reaching.

6- Possibic health and safety impacts. That's

7 sort of a red flag, but unlike thc. academic community, the

8 poopic that arc out thoro working in the trenchos, and I

9 mean litorally in the tronches, are not rocket scientists.

10- .Thcoc poopic, those training is very job specific and it's

11 not based on a good scientific background in many cases.

12 You know, the rad tochs and cvon the RSO's/-{
.k_ 13 that work at these low level wasto sites currently, their
s

14 primary training concs from the company that operates the

15 wasto site. And they're taught to think and act, you know,

16 based on cortain circumstancos and in certain units.. And

17 tho, you know, the training that, you know, it would

18 probacly involve a fairly rigorous process and degree of
'

49 training that would have to. accompany any chango in units

20 that acro imposed on the licensco in this rogard.

21 The impacts that wo may expect includo, of

22 courso, changes in reporting requirements; obviously changos

23 in measuremont'of complianco. Wo talked about gaugos this

24 morning. The changos in >cndor products and services. You

r~N 25 know, do wo -- the traditional disposal package for low
,f
r

\
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1 levol wasto that we think.of in s'55 gallon drum. Now, the

2 qucation'ic, you know, doco it becomo a whatcycr the number

3 -is in liter drum? Or do wo, you know, rocast the drum and

4' make it, you know, with a digit and a couple of zeros after I

5 it in the actric systom?
;

6 Again, I alluded to.the rc-training and the

7 last one is re-thinking. You know, again, peoplo tend, as I 'l'

8 juct emphasic, thic point was mado carlicr, pcopic tend to |
'

1
|9 think in cortain unito. They tend to respond -- you know,
|

10 certain valucc havo meaning to them, t.ad if all of a cudden

11 theco valuco change, particularly with pcopics whoso

,_(. 12 training baco is fairly sketchy anyway, you know,-thic ic

i 13' comething we will have to take into account as we look at

14- the inplomontation.

15 Now, the ono-pluc that we have in this arca,

16 as I mentioned carlicr, in the fact that wo arc in a tranci- q

17 tion period that coincides with the period that is carmarked

-18 for notrication. And at the came tino we are going from j
|

19 what has been traditional low lovel wasto disposal in thic I
|

20 country challow land burial to most of tnc compacto are

21 1 caning toward a more of a high tech, kick the tirca type of -|

I
22 disposal technology, concretc walls and very, very high tech

:

23 sophisticated dispocal mcchanismc. Which, of couroc, on ono

24 hand introduccc another level of nophistication that has to

js7: 25 bo dealt with in changing unitc, but it also, given that

.i ).
%q
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I we'rc basically starting _from squaro onc, it provides a good !

2 opportunity to, you know, impoco a new cystem right from tho ,

start and, you know, got things rolling in the right3 <

4 ' direction.

5 As I conclude my remarks,-I would juct like to
,

6 loavo'with a coup'.o of questions to concidor. I'm not

7 really curo -- I think -- the instructions that'I was given,

8 rather than to allow cubacquant speakcro to addrccc them, to-

9 -just kind of, you know, throw'them up thoro and let anybody

10. who wants to react to them, and it's probably maybc a littic

11 difficult to coc in the back because I tried to got too much
. -

4

{ f()
? 12 on horc.e *

13 But, what will bo the impact on you if NRC~k ,j

14 aftocts and administrative conversion to the notric cyctom?
I :

L 15 And the como qucction as far ac the functional

16 conversion?

17- What is required in order for low levol wanto

18 'sito workorc to think motric? Ic it fcaciblo? Io it

19 practical? |

20 Do the unito in your organization -- do tho'

L 21 units in which your organization currently docc buctnoco
6

| 22 differ from thoco uccd by the NRC?
1'

I
23 Regarding low lovel wasto management, aro

24 thoro legitimato health and cafety concerns accociated with
!

25 motric convorcion?

k i''
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1 With that, I conclude my formal remarks. If

2 anybody has any questions for me or if not I'll introduce f
-3 the next speaker.

!

4 okay. Vhe next speaker on the program is Earl

5 Easton. Earl is with the Transportation Branch of the

6 Division of Safcquards in Transportation of the NRC Offico

7 of Nuclear Material Safoty and Safcquards.

8 Earl.

9 MR. EASTON: .I thought I'd add a littic color

10 to this, grcon, red.

[ 11 The NRC's role in the transportation of radio-
H
L ,.41 12 active materials is primarily approving shipping containcro

.

'

13 to move these matcrials. Wo sharc that function with the

.1-4 Dopartment of Transportation.
|

15 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Could you speak a littic
!

16 bit closcr to the microphonc?

17 MR. EASTON: Wo sharc that function with the

18 Dopartment of Transportation. We regulato those packages s

L 19 over a ocrtain threshold of material. Low 1cyc1 packagos

20- basically fall under the Department of Transportation. i

21 This slido illustratcc where the impacts of

h 22 changing to an SI system would occur in what wo do on the

23 transportation. Primarily wo oporato under 10CFR Part 71

24 which incorporatos, by reference, 10CFR Part 49 -- I'm sorry

25 49CFR. That is the Department of Transportation regula--s :
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1 tions. So, in esocnce, wo arc incorporating another i

2 agencies regulations. So, we may be incorporating motric- ;

]I3 units aircady through a back door routc.
!

1
4 The Department of Transportation is the

5 competent authority for tho-IAEA system of approving i

1

6 p ckaqar ^9, 5s,0 bc IAE? units c-'ing through into-*

7 .d Kulatien ad than through tho la K ..ar into curs |'

D

s' as .

3
Y

i!
~ An 1. a ir _rta* on really don't have a -

)i !h
10 cor ... policy m tbn m, actric or SI units. 95 ! i

i !

!

1.1 pn:ccn- .2 wur applicati.e. t cor._ it in Englion units. Mc
-t

- 12 approvo thouc And arite ot. reports and certificates in -:

f~~{$ .-
!

,. f 13- English units. The 5 percont'that como in in metrics wo

14 convert to English, approve thoso, and issue our reports in '

i

15 English units.

p 16 All of our regulatory guides which tell appli- |

17 cants how to respond to our regulations arc written i

18 primarily in English units.- A lot-of those deal with
,

19 structurcs which strength of materials arc in pounds por

20 squarc inch. A lot of the codes that wc reference for a j

21- particular package arc also in pounds per squarc inch type !
1

22 units, ASME codes, ASTM codos. For examplo, when they

23 specify a grado of ctoc1 they might say at A/55 which means

t ; . sc . 55,000 pounds por squarc inch.24 to the structui- s

p

25 They know rigtc .ca ; U. : rnoso designations arc in English

:, .

Og
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1 typo units. |

2- Standards. Some of the Anzoc (ph.) standards ;

3 that wo use in referencing in our cortificatos.of I

4 complianco, that's your approval document for transportation ;

5 packagos, somo arc in motric, some are not. But we've bcon
2

6 forecd to adopt the onco that aren't in motrics. So, within

7 our cortificato, when wc reforencc-standards, some arc

8 referencing English units, como arc referencing SI units. .|,

. t

9 A lot of the background matcrial that wo use

10 in licensing packages is in the form of technical reports

'll that como from Oak Ridge Laboratorics, Andca (ph.),

,_( 12 Lawrence, Livermore. The history of those reports is almost

(,,/ 13 all in English units. Tro switch to metrics wc'd have to

14 convert back and forth to make acc of that data. Wo spent a
t

15 great deal of money in developing custom mado computer codes

16 for analyzing shipping containcrs. Those arc all in English

17 units. If wo worc to phaco in an S1 unit, wo would

18 probably, until wo got the codes squared away, havo to

19 . convert from motrics to English, run-the codes, and convert

20 i back.. And this will probably be a big undertaking.

21 Reference manuals arc all in English units.

22 Drawings and blueprints are particularly

23 important in transportation because this pins down what the
!

24 package is. Each of our cortificato of compliance

]/~' 25 references detailed drawings and blueprints. You havo to

; . i
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1 build a_ package exactly according to thoco drawings. All of

2 our cortificatcc arc in Englich units. There are no

3 cxecptions.

4 Accompanying cach certificate that wo iccuc is i

,

5 a cafety ovaluation report. This is the document overybody
,

6 turns to right away if the packago is involved in an

7 accident or comething of that naturo, and all of thoco arc ,

'

8 written in Englich units too. So, wc would have to go back

9 and convert-in'all of thoco arcas and that would bc quito an

10 undertaking.
t

11' To give you como idca of what an undertaking

; s_(I 12 that might be, wc-havo over 200 certificatcc outstanding,
[ \
(s_) 13 200 different typcc of.packagcc approved for chipment of

"
14- radioactivo materials. Now, cach of thoco packagcc has

15 multiplo uccrc. Each uccr is rcquired to-register with the

16 NRC prior to their first use of the package. That'c co wo

17 can track thcoc packagcc. If there in some chango that hac
,

18' to be mado, we can contact thoco poopic. So, wc cotimato

19 that therc' arc over 3,000 uccrc of thcoc 200 cortificatcc

20 that arc registcrod. Thoro havo been probicmc in the past

21 where we found peoplo using the packaging that did not

22 regictcr. So, thorc may bc cven more.

23 But, to change to the notric system wo would

24 have to got now drawings. All thoco uccro are required to i

f''N 25 have the drawings operating procedure for cach packagc. Wo

1
\

.(%,
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1 would have to get that information to over 3,000 poopic,
2 Liko I mentioned before, all the drawings,

.

3 blueprints, specifications, calculations, that includes most

4 of our compuccr esiculations arc all donc in English units.

5 our cortificates have an indefinito life.
6 That scans they ncycr go away. Wo do require that they bc. i

7 renowed overy fivo years. And should we phase in the SI

8 ~ system,~this might be a way to phanc it in. When the

9 renewal for a package concs up, requirc that all renewals

10 have to be in SI units. If that involves going back and

.11 changing all the certificates and all the SER's that would
;

([ 12 be a massivo undertaking. Right-now we don't soc that as
f~% *

(j 13 practical, going back and converting 200 of thcoc, mainly '

.

14 becauso, I gucsc, we only have ninc pcopic to do this.

15 Wo don't have, liko I montioned beforc, wo

16 don't-have a policy, a conscious policy for dealing with

17 units. Most of our applicants arc in the U.S. and they ship-

'18 within the U.S. Part 71 just deals with domestic shipments.

19 So, that system has worked very wcil. j
i

20 Wo do, on occasion'get international packages,

21 and thoco arc from referral through the Dopartment of

22 Transportation. Thoso como in almost always in SI units and
.

23 cur policy has bcon to convert theca to English units, do

24 our analysis on them, doubic check them, and writo to tho
,

25 Dopartment of Transportation in English units. And then~_

N_
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1 they, et courco,-would incuc the approval. Wo don't |

2 actually incue tho' approval.

3 So, why have all our applications bocn in f

4 Englich? Well, it has been satisfactory. Our applicanto
<

5 have not comp 3ained. In fact, we have a cack that ic

6 currently about an inch away from approval'horc from an !

7 applicant in' Georgia, but the cack is being manufactured in ;

i

8 Spain. And talking to thoso, that app.'icant, they had no _|

!
9 problem.with having the application in Englich and approved

10 in Englich and having it manufactured in Spain.

11 But, I don't think it would be a very big )

- l'2 iccuc to convert, except maybc the computer codos and all'

,7
!

( 13 the other coden. Within the actual cortificate we may bc

L 14 abic to convert very cacily, but thoro is a lot of inter- |

15 medicto work that would necd a lot of cffort. .;

16 Theco arc cono of the pcopic that may bc.--

'

17 have to suffer the consequences: Cack docignorc. Theco arc
1

'

18 the ones that actually draw up the blueprinto, the planc,

19 and got our cortificato.

20 Cack fabricators. They're not always the
,

21 peoplo that design the cack. In fact, como of our cack

22 decignors go over coac to get their cack mado. So, it may '

23 be a totally difforont cet of playcrc.

24 The onco in this country and abroad, the NRC

_

-25 does have an inspection program where they'll go and watch

'v{
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- 1 the cack being fabricated and make surc it's donc to the

2. drawing.

3 Cack uccrc. Some 3,000 poopic arc registered

4 to uso cacko, That decon't mean thorc arc 3,000 individual

3 5 usera. Sono uccro may register for multiplo escks, but they

6- havo'to havo 3,000 seta of documents out thcre.

7 Shipporn. Theco are your common carricro.

8 -They'll have to switch over.

9 Other government agencies arc impacted. We do

10 a lot of certification of cack chipping packagcc for the-

11 Department of Energy. Some of thoco shipments are toi. ally

12 within the U.S. Ec did the troop pack container, for thoco ;]\. ,

i1

13 of you familiar,-to chip tcranic (ph.') wasto from DOE |
|

14 -- weaponc facilitics. That-was donc basically in the hybrid

L 15 units with 55 gallon drums, if not an SI unit, and most of

16 their waste ic ucacured in 55 gellon drums.

17 Wasto management porconnel, at tha r:_ceiving

19 cnd would also have to know the units that they need to know i

L 19 to unload the packages.

20 And regulators. That'c primarily us. Wo put

21 ourcolves down as being impacted too becauco we know thoro

- 22 is a great deal of convorcion that we have to do.

23 But, all of thoco poopic, cinco there arc 200

24 certificates out thoro and we don't envicion that they'll

25 all be changed over night, all of thoco peoplc, plus cvonn-
vI \
Ny
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1- the cmcrgency response poopic will-have to operato under a

2 dual cyctcm during the period of conversion.

3- So, I darc cay that all thoco pcopic don't
have the came backgroundo or.lovel of training and it might4

,

h 5 be a big impact to.havo thic many pcopic out thoro unde.: a

dual system for, you know, five years, ten years,-I don't6
<;

7 know. Just comething to think about.

The actual impact would depend on the degrec -

8

9 of implomontation donc. If it werc decided that oldcr
certificatcc would bc grandfathered, the impact would bc10

c 11 lecconed. For current licenscos, of courso the application

- 12 requirements would changc. Thecc applicants.have, in many
77. f--(
E-! J
! N/ 13 cacco, adopted the camo computcr programs that wo ucc to

s

i 14 cvalusto chipping cacks. So, they would have to convert all
\15 their computcr ptograms, too.

16 Reporting requircmontc.. Of courco they'll

|1
17 have to change that to report in the right unito.

,

1

L 18 Inspection proceduroc. We have them now
L

L 19' writton in primarily Englich units, but wo would chango

20 that and of couroc they would have to change too.

And of cource codes and standardo. If wo wont
21

i

to a purc SI system wc wouldn't want standards of anything22
1

l 23 but SI.

So, wo figure there is a cortain amount of24

. /''he 25- inofficiency inhcront in that procccc in converting betwocn
U -i l'.
M(
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1 the units and coordinating with possibly.the Department of '

2 Transportation and the Department of Encrgy and IEA. I-
,

i

3 think that wo fool that new applicants, and actually I guess

4 the procent applicants, have the possibility of increased

5' crrar during the transition period. They are used to doing
,

6 husincos one way, running cortain codes, and they may have

7 input crrors or whatcycr, and it could have a big impact on

8 the final result.

9 I gucco what it really all boils dowa'to is

10 units arc a cultural thing like languagc. Yr tenn to bc

11 brought up in a language and think in that language. Upon

12 learning a forcign language you may becomo very fluent, but'

,~~(TW/
ix,) 13 you still think in your mother. tongue and then translato to

i

; 14 that-language. And we fccl that's the place where wc'ro at-'

15 now. We'll bo thinking in English still.for a whilo and

16- ' translating into SI units. Wo fool if the nation, I guess,

17 and the Agency werc really committed to conversion, it would

18 really start in the clementary school and on up in training

19 people to think that way, re-orient them in a cultural way. e

20 I gucas the bottom linc is, surc, we can

21 convert into thenc units. It would be a great offort, and'I

22 gucon know of director who is willing to make that effort,

23 but wo want to realico that thoro is a potential for crror

24 and inefficiency along the way.

g .
25 So, any questions?e~s

1 r
V(
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1 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Ono qucation. You

2 mentioned the various difficultics that one would facc and
5

3 onc of-them was the computer codes.

4 I'm kind of under thc. impression that the

5 ' computer codos are nach more adoptable to a change over than
'

6 human beings, and that probably.can bc done with relative
,,

7 casc.

8 For examplo, I'm not sure exactly what arc the
p.

o
'9 codes what you are using, but could onc simply take the"

10 inputs in the now units that you inteni to use, let the codo

11 convert it to whatever the code is using, and at the end
;

L ,;b( -12 cimply print out the result in both units, which is a ,

'l

( ) 13 relatively minor change to a code and would probably fully

11 accommodato cvorybody? !
,

15 I am not saying this is the only solution.

16 Obviously there arc better solutions, and in the long run
1

<

17 probably somebody will convert the whole code. But, cvon a

la simplc conversion like that could fully accommodate that.
I

19 MR. EASTON: It's not as simpic as just
i

20 converting the input and output. A-lot of these codes havo

21 built in librarios and data proportics. Some of the ASME

22 code strengths and materials which arc in Psi. It involves

23 going in and changing that in the body of como of thosc

24 codos.
'

25 So, it involves paying basically a contractor
k s{j

;

' \j(
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l probably a bunch of mor.cy to go'in. Theco codes were custom

2 designed, that's probably onc of the problems, specifically

3 in Englich units, and it would involvo probably a contract
,

4' that would be costly to go in-and change como of those.
.

5- Also, becauco the NRC has adopted this codo,

6 almost the wholc industry has adopted thcoc codos, so they'd~

7 have to reic the' came changes, changing the came librarios j
'

8 ano putting in now code referencco and thingc.

9 Oh, it can bc donc, but I think there's a

10 potential for error in doing it. ,

11 MR. SHAFFNER: Any moro qucctions for Earl?

, ij,fI 12 Thank you, Earl.

( ). 13 What I'd like to do now is just using the
.

14 qucations that I pocod in my talk as a -- to occd the cloud,

15 co to opcak, try to stimulato more discuccion, first I'd

16 like to give Mr. Charico Flynn from the Maryland Department

17 of the Environment a chance to conc up horc and addrecc my ;

!

18- qucations. And I'm curo he'll address them better than I've

19 pocod them, then we'll throw open the floor for como final (
20 discuccion.

| 21 MR. FLYNN: Thank you.

22 As I mentioned the last timo I was up horo,

| 23 I'm cubatituting for Mr. Quillin and I find myself pretty

24 much at a lost, but wo'll do the boot we can.

j sf 25 As Mr. Shaffncr has said, I am with the State
,

. i| (Vi
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1 of Maryland. . I an in the Department of the Environment and f
2 in the radiological health progran. My personal job is

3 licensing the Maryland licenses, j

4 So, to look at the first question, what will

5 be the impact on us,:our particular group if wo, if the NRC
7

L
6 gocs to the actric system?

#
7 Obviously as to the licensing agent, I would

8 cnd up cither rewriting all the licenact to shift from

9 curies to bocquerel and includo, as Doctor Baker has said,

10 the 8 percent incrossc. That would bc no great

11 responsibility or great job. We have 540 licenscs so it's
|

- 12 'not impossible to handic. We could got it donc.

( ' 13 Howcycr, there would bc the noccccity of

| 14' changing our survey equipment in the inspection arca.

15 obviously.it's.now in really rocngen's, whatcvor, curies and

.16 so forth, and we would cither have to got new survey equip-
|

~

| 17 mont or now scalco for the equipment wo already have.

18 I think the biggest problem in adapting to

|
'

this would be the mental gymnastics, if you can call it.19'

20 such, which the various employcos in the division now go

21 through, or would have to go through in the change of units.

L 22 We would have to rethink becauso, I don't know about anybody
1
,

clso, but I've ncycr picked up a roongon of anything, but atL '23

24 least I've worked with it over twonty years or so and have

I ' 25 some concept of what it means. To me, a bocquerel is.

!!

|
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1 comething-I've hoard about, pnriod. I've ncycr worked with

2 co I would havo: to rethink this in my own job and I'm curo
]

3 the others in the job would too. l

i

4 Looking at the second question, what is
v

5 required for a low lovel cite worker to think motric? Is it

i6 fcacibic? In it practical.

7 I cort of wondor, and I don't mean to.

- 8 denigrato the workor at all, but how much docs he really

9 think thc. genus hc'c working in now? The packagcc come in

10 and must'moct certain requiremento that arc specified in

11 regulations, but it is not the site worker'c job to ovaluate

12 this. And what the packagc in marked, as long as ho knows I
, .,_j{

|:/
j-i I 13 what-it should be marked, that's all hc'has to worry about.
| ~.J -

14 He would have to worry about the radiation coming from thic,

L |15- but' onco hc lcarns onc acter ho can 1 carn another meter to
,

16 make curvoys of the things that arc coming in.

17 So, I don't think it really takes a lot of

'
18 rothinking of the cito worker.

| 19- Coing on the the third qucation, do the units
|-

20- in which your organization currently docs buciness diffor
<

! 21 from those of the NRC?

22 Frankly, I don't think 90. I think wo are the
!
'

23 same now. At loact I hopc wo arc. Wo better had be becauco

24 we're an agrooment stato and we have an obligation to bc

| ~ 25 compatibic. So, wo arc working in mostly metric, mostly tho

-

,
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1 curic, rad, rem bit. If HRC goes into tho SI units,

, .

'

-2 obviously we would be expected.to follow suit. We'd have to

3 in becoming or retaining our compatibility.

4- Then, going onto the fourth question regarding

" '
~

low levol wasto management, arc therc legitimato health and5

5 safety concerns associated with actric conversion?

7 I haven't given this too much thought, but off

8- the top of my head I would probably say no, for the simplc

0 reason that no matter how you mark the package, when you

10 package it you arc working towards certain standards and the

11 radiation coming from that packago must bc within certain

( 12 limits. So, when it finally gets to the site, it docan't
/,_'\
( ) 13 make a bit of difference what it's marked, what the units

14 arc. It's still going to be a safe, acceptabic package-to

15 work with, without any radiation damage to the worker. At

16 least that is the top of my head thinking.

17 You may agroc with what I've said, and maybe

18 you think I'm way out in left field, but that's about how'I

19 would answer those four questions.

20 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY:- Mr. Flynn, you mentioned

21 that you have more than 400 licensecs whom you arc dealing

22 with. What is the State's policy in terms of renewing

23 licenses?

24 A few minutes ago, in connection with the

f- sg 25 transportation, I think Earl mentioned that we renew those
1 \

\~ k
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1 licenses in every five years.,,

2' Do you have any~ time period during which they.

.?c 3 have to be renewed?

4- And then how much do "ou know about other
;

5 states? Is your practice along these lines similar to other
,

6' states? Do all more or less do the same?

7 MR. FLYNN: Frankly, the renewal period, the

8 existing license is for five years. It must be renewed at

9 the'end of the five years.

10- And I'm not sure whether we're unique or the

11 other agreement states are the same way or not. But, what
,

, 7- T 12_ we do is demand a whole new application.. We do not accept a
| |
\ 13 letter saying "Our application is the same as five years'

14 ago." We demand a completely, totally rewritten applica-

15 tion. And the purpose of this is to make people think and

16 remember what it is they are asking for, what they are

17 doing, so that they know what they are applying for.
-

18- It is possible, and more than possible, it's

19 probable that in five years the personnel will change. So,

| 20 that the initial people who owned the license are probably'

1

21 replaced at the end of five years. So, to go back and

- 22 rubber stamp the old application would be ridiculous.

23 What the policy is with the other states, I

L
24 honestly don't know.

(''Ny - 25 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: This license renewal
'-

(-
|

'
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I would be possibly an opportunity where one could pick up the

''

n
2 metric system if that would be good.

,

3 MR. FLYNN: Oh, yes. Yes. It could -- it
,

4' would probably be better to de it that way if we go to a
.

5 metric system or the SI system, as they come in rather than
.

~

-6 pick them all off tae shelf and rewrite them.

7. Any other questions?
,

8 MR. SHAFFNER: Thank you very much, Mr. Flynn.
>

9 Everybody must be in a hurry to get out.

10 If there are --'I'm going to give-you one more

11 opportunity to respond or rebut anything that was said by

_ ,_f' 12' the three speakers this afternoon. Otherwise I'll turn the

- 13 program back cver.

14- Go ahead, Earl.

15 MR. EASTON: Just a comment I forgot.

16 If you're an NRC. licensee _and you want to use

17 a radioactive material package, you're required to huve a QA

!18 program approved by the NRC, and that's renewable every five-
i

19 years also. Each user has to have an NRC approved QA

- 20 program.

- 21 This might be an area too that can be used to

22 convert to metrics by putting in special emphasis or clause

'

23 in the QA program that the people at these sites have to be

24 trained in these units or something of that nature.

j-~4 25 I was just wondering whether the states have

b
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1 any requirements for QA's for their licensees that, you

2 know, you might use as an-instrument?

3 MR. FISS: Frankly, I don't think we do, no.

4 MR. DIMEGLIO: But, 1 think the answer to'

f

5 that, though, I think would vary because of -- I can answer-

>

6 Zoltan's question about Rhode' Island.

7 our licensing procedure for by-product
j

8 material is very similar to what we just heard. We have

9 five year licenses that have to be totally renewed. I
,

'

10 suspect if you go down through the list of agreement states,

11 you will find that there is great similarity in the way that
12. they regulate, for'two reasons:- g (I

k, 13 One, is they all have to be compatible with
m

14 the NRC;

15- And secondly they all follow the council of

state governments which pushed out suggested regulations.16

17 And answering the question of quality

18 assurance, in certain parts of the regulations, for example

19 as they apply to medical applications, quality assurance

20 programs are called out in many of the regulations.

21 But, for by-product use in industrial or

22 research organizations, quality assurance programs are not

23 called out in the regulations. But, for medical uses, they

And again, this is based on the council of state24 are.
4

./''N 25 governments and the way the NRC is going in the issuance of
. I

s
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1 by-product licenses.

2 MR. SHAFFNER: We have a comment in back,

3 please.

4 MR. ISLANDER: Lars Islander, NRC.

5 Without trying to look too optimistic or over
<

i6 simplifying, but what'I'm understanding, and please help me '

7 if I'm not understanding well, we have.mainly three areas

8 for conversion: one is the already discussed units of

9 radiation and related; the second is the weight; and the -

10 1 third is the length, the sizes. Maybe we have also the

11 thermal power dissipated by the waste.

I
L /' 12 Is there anything else to convert from one
f ~-

Lt 13 system to the other? But they are related to these; physical-
h N

14 entities or anything else. I understand.

15 MR. GAT: You nave concentrations. You have a |

16 whole bunch of different combinations.

17- MR. ISLANDER: Well, that's mass per mass.

18- Oh, it can be dimensional also.

19 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: Uri, would you please use

20 a' microphone.

21 MR. GAT: I said there were other units like

22 concentration moles per sometimes units of volume which are

23 derivatives of unit of lengths, but if you so want,

" 24 everything is devised from seven base units.

25 MR. SHAFFNER: Yes?sf
)

v\;'
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j 1 CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: I have a question for

2 -Frank'DiMeglio.

[[ 3- In connection with your previous answer you

4 mentioned the Council of State Governments. What is the
,o

. i

. 5. role of the Council of State Governments.in this specific
|

| 6 area, the nuclear area? What type-of guidance do they

7- provide? And where is it available?

L 8 .)U1. DIMEGLIO: I think I'm familiar with the

9 Council of State Governments has done because Rhode Island i

10 has only been an agreement state since 1979. And so, we

11 have gone through.this process rather recently.

. (' 12 The Council of State Governments, and also

13 other organizations such as the -- we heard from one of them

14 yesterday -- the Association of Managers of Radiation

15 Programs in Agreement States. Hoct of these organizations i
3
1

16 put'out guidance for the use of the states-in developing

17 their programs for regulation of radioactive materials.

18 And'the Council of State Governments,-many

19 years.ago'in probably the 1960's, put out guidance which

.20 could be used'by states who wish to become agreement states.

21 And, for example, when Rhode Island became an agreement

22 state, we relied very heavily on the suggested formats and
..

23 regulations that were put out by this Council.

24 Now, I have no idea where these documents come

25 from. They sort of just appeared on my desk one day, but
7 s(
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l' the people in the state governments, like the health depart-

2 ments,'would know where these types of documents come from.

3 -I don't really know, you know, where you would get these

'4 things today.

5 MR. FISS:. I think you're referring to the
.

6 Conference of Radiation Controlled Program Directors.

7 MR. DIMEGLIO: Yeah. I'm referring to both,

8 actually.

9 MR. FISS: Okay.

10 MR. DIMEGLIO: Yes,

b 11 MR. FISS:- And that is in Kentucky, Frankfort,.
;

Ly_s4 12 Kentucky, if I'm not mistaken.

t. _ )j 13 MR. DIMEGLIO: Well, for example, they put out

14 guidance. We just went through a revision of our regula-

15 tions which pertained to nuclear medicine and regulation of
1

16- x-ray machines. And we relied very heavily on this |

17 Conference. They have all -- they have very many working
|

18 groups which make recommendations on what should go into |

19' regulations. And most states rely very heavily on these two

20 groups to decide what goes into their regulations.

21 MR. SHAFFNER: Yes? '

22 MR. SIECK: Would you put your slide back up, i
1

23 plense?

24 MR. SHAFFNER: Sure.

'

-~sk-
25 MR. SIECK: In the absence of somebody repre-

m]( .\
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1 senting the low level waste industry, I'd just make a couple

2 of observations.on those questions.

3 I think all of us have discussed the first one
!

4 at excruciating length as to what we think about the conver--

5. sion and the effects it might have on us.

"6 In the second case, as to what is required for

7 low level site workers to think metric, I think it probably

I 8 is feasible, maybe uniquely so in that area, because you're
i

9 dealing with (a) a relatively small number of people; (b) I;

10 people who essentially do the same thing every day; and (c)

.11 people who have a relatively narrow range of things to thinky
|

L ,1[. 12 about with respect to the waste program.
/ h( j 13 So, I think it probably is practical in that

14 area, maybe more so than in anywhere else we've talked about

15 in1the last. couple of days,

1
16' With respect to the units that we use, so far

| 17 we still speak the same language as the NRC, particularly
7

| 18 with respect to the fees.

19 Regarding low level waste management, are |
1

20 there legitimate health and safety concerns associated with

21 metric conversion?

22 My response to that is twofold. First,

23 probably not. There are probably no legitinate health and

24 -safety concerns, but there are an awful lot of illegitimate

7-~- 25 health and safety concerns in this respect. So, I would

i /
s -t
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1 suggest that the NRC needs to get into the public relations

2 business with respect to this, and let me cite just one

3 anecdote in connection with low level waste.
.

4 Ohio is in the Midwest compact, such as-it is.

S' Michigan just recently published the list of the three

6 selected sites. One of those sites is in St. Claire County

7 which is a county in which Port Huron lies. According to 4

j 8 the speaker I heard representing the State of Michigan, just
.

9 two weeks ago, the day after that site was announced as a
,

10 possible site, the banks and the building and loan companies

11 in that county ceased putting out home improvement loans on

12 the basis that the property values were about to be7- f[
13 decimated.

14 So, I'd suggest to you that not only do you

15 have the real problems, but you need very much-to get

16 involved in the public relations aspect of this thing,

i- 17 because as I said this morning,-and as other people have

1 81 said, the news media and the antinuclear people have an-

19 infinite capacity for misinterpretation. And I think that

20 may be a bigger problem than anything else with respect to

21 low level waste.

22 In the rest of the instances you're dealing

23 with those of us who, while we may not like it, can learn to

24 live with it and we understand it, but the public does not

25 understand it.
,

1 (
|
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| ~1 MR. SHAFFNER: Yeah, I deliberately stayed
L-

L 2 away from the political aspects'in my remarks because your
!

3 point.is well taken. The type of hysteria that you refer to

L 4 is not atypical, as you might imagine. We see it all over

5 the country every time an area is earmarked as just even a
i.

]| 6 candidate area or some area under consideration.-
1

'

7 And obviously, because of that, the units in

8 which we do business in the low level waste area is, you

9 know, very far down the hierarchy of things that are on,

10 peoples minds right now in this business. f

11 Getting back to -- as I listen to the response
i

iT 12 to some of these questions, I was thinking that I perhaps !/r,h
-(( ,)' 13 should have corrected them just a little better.

;s_
14 When I said site workers, I was trying to get

f; 15 under the umbrella of all people who do business at the
1

| 16 site, not-just.the guys that are actually taking the waste

17- off the truck and putting it into the trenches. I mean, I'm

18 talking rad techs, RSO's, people like that. So, there are ;
!

19 people out there that do, you know, that are required in )
.

20 their jobs to think metric. And it's, you know, something, j

21 although, as pointed out, fairly simplistic there is a need

22 for some thought in the business.
i

23 With regard to the comment on how you do

-24 business, I happen to know that -- the governing regulation

25 right now that NRC has for low level waste is Part 61. It's

1(lesf-
' V(,
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1- being grandfathered somewhat in the existing sites, one.of

2 the requirements in particular requires that so-called Class

3 C waste be buried at least five meters below the surface of

4 the earth.
'

5- I called up a licensee and I asked him, you

6 know, how they implement that requirement. And of course he

7 told me they have a, you know, they measure down 16.4 feet

8 and take care of it. And, you know, that's quite frankly,

9 the response that I expected. So, you know, they don't do;

10 business'in the regulatory units, but obviously they know

E11 how to report, you know, they can.give back to us in the

12 units that we, you know, that we require the information in.

[)A(\ 13 Any additional comments?

14 Yes?

15 MR. GAT: One just brief reminder. There are

16 agreement states beyond the states, one of them being the

17 Air Force, for example, that need to be considered also.

18 They may have some unique problems with association with
,

19 that.- They're dealing, for example, with the plated uranium

20 in our little problem with shipment and all. So, there are

.

21 other units to be considered.
7
L 22 MR. SHAFFNER: Uh hmm.

23 This gentleman is on the way to the

24 microphone.

- 25 Yes?

u
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l' MR. STANGLER: 'Okay. Marlow Stangler from

2 FEMA.

3 Frank mentioned the Council of State Govern-

4 ments, which I think is a legitimate organization that does

5 liaison lobby type work. I think they develop model
r

s

6- legislation which they recommend that the states then

7 incorporate.
,

n:

8 I think they had a model Civil Defense Act'
-

9 back in-the late 50's, as I remember. I know they had the
,

10 one on the agreement states. I think they have a head-

11 quarters in Washington, D.C. It may be at the Hall of-'

o

L g- (1 12 States, which is near Union Depot. I'm not sure.

)\ .3 You mentioned the Conference Radiation Control-'

1_,

14. Program Directors. That is a technical group made up

L 15 primarily of the health -- radiological health people out of

16 the states with Chuck Hardin in Kentucky being the Executive

17 Director. But I'm sure we can find their address in the
,

|18 phone book.

There is also a National Governors' Associa-19

20 tion and several other organizations of that type.
I

21 MR. SHAFFNER: If you have trouble getting it,

]22 get my number. I've got it'back at the office. I don't

23 have it with me here.,

24 Yes?

k- N 25 MR. RUBY: I am disappointed that there is no f
j f
.\

l\
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l one here today from the high level waste isolation program *

'

2 because that is -- there is?

3 Okay. Has not spoken extensively at least on

e 4 the subject, because I was hoping that we could have an

5 authoritative statement that says if there is any strong
.

c 6 chance that high level waste isolation is going to-be born

7 in metric, we need to know the information today.

8 And of course, my position is that advanced.

9 programs should be born in metric and all then regulation,

10 including all documentation, design, procedures, etc.,
,

!11 should be in SI. I think that is consistent with the intent

12 of the law. And it occurs to me that it is not only advance
,

,_
a
( .13 reactors and high level waste management, but other advance

,

14 . programs would be impacted in addition.

15 For example, the atomic vapor isotope laser

16 separation process -- is that the proper -- yes, I think so.

17 Avalis (ph.), yes, Avalis (ph.) is supposed to some day to

18' have a plant which is NRC regulated. A pilot plant is being

19 built at the Livermore laboratory already. I don't know to

20. what extent that is metric. Livermore does lots of metric

21 manufacturing at the present time. It could well already be

22 metric, but if it's going to be eventually regulated when

23 it's in the demonstration plant stage in metric, I bet those

t 24 people would like to know that right now.

25 Finally, as long as I dreaming here, way down
, ,

k' )
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1 the pike there is something called nuclear fusion. And the

2 nuclear fusion people want to build a device which they call

3 a compact ignition torus, at the present time. It's another

4 step on the way to doing something practical which as yet |

5' seems very, very difficult to do.. But, if the fusion

6 reactor were to look anything like the present designs, then-

7. it's major utility would be as a plutonium producer, not as

e an electricity' producer, in which case it certainly is going
i:

|| 9 to involve NRC regulation and maybe even if it isn't a

10 plutonium producer it would involve NRC regulation.
1~

l' 11 So, there is another program that might be'

- .' 12 interested to know what the future holds. !
'

1rR |
;\ 13 MR. FISS: I can say a few words about NRC's

j

i 14 high level waste management program, but unfortunately very ;

|: |
15 few. -!

16 High level waste program, as I'm sure you
;

|' .

' 17 know, is going to have one facility as presently planned
,

!

18 with the prospects of sometime next century a second
[

| 19 facility. There will be one licensee, the Department of
1'

! 20 Energy.
|. |

| 21 And the position that NRC is taking right now

22 with regard to use of SI versus conventional units is to

23 frankly take the easy way out and beg the question and say,

24 "Well, we'll see what our licensee wants to submit his

25 application in. If he will submit it in SI, then we will-

.% YJ
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1' review.him'in SI. If he submits it in conventional units,

, 2- . we'll go along with that."
L

3 Since DOE has taken the lead in terms of site

>4 selection and site characterization and so forth, we're sort

5 of looking over their shoulder. We're allowing them to take
|

6 the lead, at this point, in terms of selection of units as
1

7 well. j
|

8 MR. SHAFFNER: Any more comments? i

9 If not, I'll turn the program back over to

10' Zoltan to wrap up. )
11- CHAIRMAN ROSZTOCZY: I would like to thank all

s

''
12 of you for attending this workshop.,

,

'\ 13 We have received many comments, many sugges-

14 tions, many recommendations. Not all of these recommenda-
,

15 tions point in a single direction, so we have our job cut

16 out for us to sort this out and try to make some sense out

17 of it.

18 We intend to do that, and as I mentioned

19 earlier, we probably will prepare a proposed policy state-

20 ment for the Commission consideration next spring. After

21 the action it will be issued for public-comment. At that

22 time you will have a second opportunity to comment on

23 specific policy that the Commission is planning to put

24 forth.

25 Thank you very much again for coming, and we
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|I 1 hope to see you some day somewhere.
;

| 2 Thank you. .

|. 3 off the record.
|.

L 4 (Whereupon, at 2:37 p.m., the conference was

5 concluded.)
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